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I began writing this on February 12, 2022. I am an electrician in Southern 

California. The only physical assistance I had was the information I collected from 

the internet, TV News, and the Word program’s spell check. I couldn’t get anyone 

to read this. I wrote-in giggles for entertainment value.  

 

Make time for yourself, relax, and have fun reading! 
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                                                         CHAPTER ONE 
                                                       Jan 6th Evidence of Crimes 
 

President Donald Trump organized the invasion of Congress on January 6th.   

 

In response to the crimes, Congressman Kevin McCarthy spoke, “We shall stand united in 

condemning the mob together. Mobs don’t rule America. Law rules America.” that mob is 

ruled by President Donald Trump. The mob is the Washington Mafia. Kevin McCarthy is in the 

Washington Mafia. Kevin McCarthy said, “Show the country the mob didn’t win.” It’s more 

than a year after Jan 6th, and the mob boss won. Donald Trump has not been held accountable. 

 

Senator Mitch McConnell said, “President Donald Trump is practically and morally 

responsible for provoking the events on Jan 6th.” Those events include the deaths of Officer 

Brian Sicknick and Air Force Veteran Ashli Babbitt.  

 

Congressman McCarthy and Senator McConnell stated President Trump is responsible for the 

events on Jan 6th. The events are the assaults on all the officers, the damages to the Capitol, 

the attempted assassination of Vice President Mike Pence, the attempted assassination of 

Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi, the death of Air Force Veteran Ashli Babbitt, and the murder 

of Washington D.C. Police Officer Brian Sicknick.  

 

Shortly after McConnell and McCarthy stated Trump was responsible, they stated their excuses 

for not holding Trump responsible. That’s what the 4 years of President Donald Trump was, 

make an excuse for President Donald Trump’s wrongs. Because of President Donald Trump 

being a Republican, no criminal charges have been filed on Donald Trump. Organized crime is 

overlooked by law enforcement when politicians get paid off. In this case, the organized crime 

leader is Donald Trump. The pay is Donald Trump’s political endorsement of McCarthy and 

McConnell.  

 

The official cause of death to Brian Sicknick has been listed as natural causes directly related to 

the violence on Jan 6th. A healthy 42-year-old Police officer Brian Sicknick died of natural 

causes? What are the natural causes? This is an attempted cover up on the death of a 

Washington D.C. Police Officer. The medical report states, “the death is the results of the 

violence.” That is the evidence needed to charge Donald Trump and the Capitol Killer 12 with 

conspiracy to commit manslaughter, second degree murder, or conspiracy to commit first 

degree murder on a healthy 42-year-old police officer, Brian Sicknick. All the other crimes shall 

be charged as conspiracy charges.  

 

If the violence on the Jan 6th was staged and directed by John Gotti and his organized crime 

mob, all charges would have been made. Gotti would have been indicted and in prison.  

 

President Donald Trump was the Commander in Chief of the United States Armed Forces. The 

Commander in Chief is responsible for the invasion of the Capitol with intent of assaulting 

United States legislators. That is Treason. A person who commits Treason shall be Court 

Martialed.  
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How many reasons does Washington law enforcement need to arrest and charge the Capitol 

Killer 12 with the crimes of the Jan 6th?  

 

Should Rudy Giuliani avoid prosecution for telling an angry crowd, “Let’s have trial by combat.” 

That combat killed Officer Brian Sicknick and Ashli Babbitt. Mo Brooks said, “Start taking down 

names and kicking ass.” People kicked the asses of our Washington D.C. police. Brooks must 

be prosecuted for the assaults on the police. This is the United States of America.  

 

We must have justice.  

 

THE EVIDENCE IS IN: all people close to President Donald Trump called him during the Capitol 

violence, to tell President Donald Trump to stop the violence. We saw the violence on TV. We 

saw who incited the violence. The people of authority called President Donald Trump to stop the 

violence. President Donald Trump organized the violence, incited the violence, directed the 

violence, and would not terminate his follower’s violence. President Donald Trump is 

responsible for all violence on Jan 6th. Donald Trump and the Capitol Killer 12 must be charged 

with all the violence that occurred on Jan 6th, 2021, at the United States Capitol. 

 

Donald Trump started the Washington Mafia while occupying the Presidency. Rudy Giuliani 

prosecuted many organized crime members in New York. Rudy is a great attribute when 

starting an organized crime family. Rudy knows organized crime. Trump started his own Trump 

Klutz Klan. The Trump Klan is the new Klu Klux Klan. The KKK are racist. They don’t like 

people of color, Jews, and lots of people that don’t look like them. The Trump Klutz Klan, TKK 

don’t like anyone who do not agree with Donald Trump. The Trump Klutz Klan is also the Trump 

Hate Klan, THK. The Trump hate klan has different entities. Fox News went from conservative 

network to right wing, to extreme right wing. Now they are the Termite Wing network. The THK 

have people listed that they don’t like. The THK’s job is to make everyone hate people that don’t 

agree with Donald Trump. On the THK list are: Governor Gretchen Whitmer, Doctor Anthony 

Fauci, Congresswoman Elizabeth Cheney, and Congresswoman Nancy Pelosi, and any other 

people of color, gender, height, width, and hair style. The requirement to put people on the THK 

or TKK list is people who don’t agree with Donald Trump. 

 

The Capitol Killer 12 are the people that took the stage on Jan 6th. The speakers haven’t 

publicly apologized for their roles that day. Many of them defended themselves by saying they 

were merely gassing up supporters to challenge lawmakers. They were in fact inciting Trump 

supporters and directing Trump supporters to attack members of Congress at the Capitol. 

Gassing up supporters to challenge lawmakers is their admission of guilt. Everyone that took 

the stage had prepared attack speeches. It was an organized staged show complete with an 

opening act, 10 work the crowd acts, and the headlining act, President Donald Trump.  

 
They include in ‘attack show’ order:  

 

#1: Mo Brooks, Congressman, Alabama’s 5th district. “Today is the day American Patriots start 

taking down names and kicking ass.” Why did Congressman Brooks not show up for work in 

congress? It was safer outside. He knew of the plan to send an angry mob into the Congress 

and attack legislators. Brooks is a legislator. 
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#2: Katrina Pierson, Former Trump campaign advisor. “Americans will stand up for themselves 

and protect their rights and they will demand that the politicians that we elect uphold those 

rights, or we will go after them.” There were politicians on this shows lineup, ‘go after them.’ Her 

statement defined; incite anger and violence.  

 

#3: Amy Kremer, Chair, Women for America First. “Republicans for years have been afraid of 

their own shadow. They tuck tail and run any time they see their shadow.” Defined, ‘A 

Republican telling people to go after Republicans because they are weak.’ After Pence said 

“Trump was wrong” about saying Pence could change the election results, a Trump Republican 

Nikki Haley said she doesn’t like Republicans that attack other Republicans.  

 

#4: Vernon Jones, Unemployed politician. Seeking support from the Washington Mafia for a 

job. Changed political party from democrat, “I’m coming home to the grand old party.” Jones is 

going back to Georgia. Jones thanked My Pillow CEO, Trump supporter, Mike Lindell for guiding 

him away from “these demon Democrats.” The Democrats didn’t organize the violence on the 

United States Capitol. The Republican ‘law and order’ President Donald Trump set up and built 

a stage with tax payer money to incite assaults to United States politicians and damage United 

States property. Proof of President Donald Trump’s demon leadership. 

 

#5: Ken Paxton, Texas Attorney General, “If you look at what Georgia did, they capitulated. 

They consented.” Attorney General of Texas is disagreeing with Georgia for following the law. 

You cannot say Georgia is wrong until you prove that Georgia is wrong. You’re an ass from 

Texas. 

 

#6 & 7: Lara and Eric Trump, President Trump campaign staff, Lara Trump and advisor to 

President Trump, Eric Trump “Our family didn’t get in this fight for just four years. We are in this 

fight to the bitter end. We are going to take our country back, OK?” The United States is still on 

the North American continent. No one took it. What have you been fighting about for 4 years? 

Making America Great? Does this mean you lost the fight? Does anyone in the audience know 

where the fight was or who you were fighting? This act could have been canceled. No hit songs. 

Lara Trump is a chief campaign person. Lara Trump spent millions campaigning in TV markets 

that President Trump knew he was going to lose.  

 

#8: Kimberly Guilfoyle, Former Trump campaign advisor and former Fox News host, “We will 

not allow the liberals and the Democrats to steal our dream or steal our elections.” Another 

Trump stolen election excuser. I like this woman. At the Republican National Convention and 4 

more years of Trump show, she shouted her hit record, “the best is yet to come!” I didn’t know 

if her song was on any radio station. I liked Kimberly’s ‘Best is yet to Come’ song. I’ve been 

singing it since January 20, 2021. Down load the original version. It’s a classic. 

 

#9: Donald Trump Jr. President Trump’s advisor.  “You have the opportunity today: You can be 

a hero, or you can be a zero. And the choice is yours, but we are all watching.” Defined, we’ll 

watch you. If you get into trouble for the violence daddy wants you to do, don’t come to daddy 

for help. Daddy knows nothing. Daddy don’t know you.  
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#10: Madison Cawthorn, Congressman South Carolina 11th district. “There is a significant 

portion of our party that says we should just sit idly by and sit on our hands. They have no 

backbone.” Cawthorn had to be in on the planning. Cawthorn didn’t show up to work in 

Congress. Cawthorn knew how dangerous it would be. Cawthorn knew, neither Mo Brooks nor 

Cawthorn could change Pence’s job. Trump, actually, didn’t know that Pence couldn’t alter the 

election results. No one could tell Trump the truth. Donald Trump will only listen to people that 

agrees with Donald Trump. Cawthorn gets invited to Washington cocaine orgies. Pretty cool for 

a freshman. 

 

#11: Rudy Giuliani, Disbarred attorney. “If we’re wrong, we will be made fools of. But if we’re 

right, a lot of them will go to jail. So, let’s have trial by combat.” There is so much wrong with 

Rudy Giuliani and his statement. He said later that his statement was from ‘Game of Thrones’. 

That’s the same ‘blame something else’ excuse every convicted criminal uses. You told an 

angry crowd to have ‘trial by combat’. That’s all that’s needed to charge you with conspiracy to 

commit murder, attempted murder, and breaking and entering. Your excuse of it’s a Game of 

Thrones statement. I heard of Game of Thrones. I’ve never seen it. The people that were at 

your stage show on Jan 6th didn’t know it was from a Showtime show. That statement was by 

you. You were at the Capitol Chaos and caused it. Your threat, “a lot of them will go to jail.” 

Since you are wrong, you are fools, and you must be in jail. 

 

#12: John Eastman, Constitution lawyer. Evidence of John doesn’t know U.S, law, John stood 

on that stage to conspire wide open crimes. “This is bigger than President Trump. It is the very 

essence of our Republican form of government, and it has to be done.” He didn’t explain what 

he was talking about. John was the act before the headliner, President Trump.  

 

#13: the headliner, President Donald Trump, “If you don’t fight, you won’t have a country. 

We’re going to the Capitol.” The leader of this Capitol Chaos is President Donald Trump.  

Everything President Donald Trump did and said is criminal. President Donald Trump used 

United States taxes to organize, pay for, set up, and engage, this entire criminal event.   

 

The effects of the death of Officer Brian Sicknick is felt by Sandra Garza. Sandra is the 11- 

year girlfriend of Brian Sicknick. They shared a life together, like a married couple. President 

Donald Trump and the Capitol Killer 12 took Brian Sicknick from Sandra because Donald 

Trump, the spoiled rich kid, wanted something. To understand the pain that Sandra is feeling, I 

rewrote some of Adele’s classic hit, ‘Someone like you’. From the bridge. Sandra’s statement to 

Donald Trump, and the Washington Mafia. ‘I hate to drop by, out of the blue uninvited, but I 

couldn’t stay away. I couldn’t fight it. I thought you’d see my face and that you’d be reminded, 

that for me, it isn’t over. ‘Never mind the Law will charge all of you. They will lock you in a 

cage like a zoo, you goons. Just remember you swore you’d uphold U.S. law. Sometimes you 

kill someone or sometimes you’ll kill 2. 

 

This time you killed someone just to benefit you. 

 

The family of Brian Sicknick has the right to charge the Capitol Killer 12 with conspiracy to 

commit murder. Brian Sicknick’s family must bring civil charges against the Capitol Killer 12 and 

sue all of them for billions of dollars.  
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Donald Trump the spoiled rich kid. If you know a spoiled kid, you understand how everyone tries 

to cover up what the kid did. Danny Elfman wrote, ‘Only a Lad’. 

The rich spoiled kid, Donald Trump is the Lad in the following Oingo Boingo song.  Total all 

the excuses that everyone makes about Donald Trump’s wrongs, the result is, Only a Lad. The 

difference is Donald Trump was given money from his daddy. 

Oingo Boingo    -    Only a Lad 

Johnny was bad, even as a child everybody could tell, 

Everyone said, "If you don't get straight 

You'll surely go to hell." 

But Johnny didn't care, 

He was an outlaw by the time that he was ten years old, 

He didn't want to do what he was told 

Just a prankster, juvenile gangster. 

His teachers didn't understand, 

They kicked him out of school at a tender early age, 

Just because he didn't want to learn things 

He had other interests 

He liked to burn things! 

The lady down the block, 

She had a radio that Johnny wanted oh so bad, 

So he took it the first chance he had. 

Then he shot her in the leg, 

And this is what she said 

"Only a lad. You really can't blame him." 

"Only a lad. Society made him." 

"Only a lad. He's our responsibility." 

Oh, oh, oohh oh oh oh 

"Only a lad. He really couldn't help it." 

"Only a lad. He didn't want to do it." 

"Only a lad. He's underprivileged and abused." 

Perhaps a little bit confused? 

His parents gave up, they couldn't influence his attitude, 

Nobody could help. 

The little man had no gratitude. 

And when he stole the car, 

Nobody dreamed that he would try to take it so far. 

He didn't mean to hit the poor man, 

Who had to go and die. 

It made the judge cry.  

"Only a lad. He really couldn't help it." 

"Only a lad. He didn't want to do it." 

"Only a lad. He's underprivileged and abused." 
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Perhaps a little bit confused? 

Oh oh oh, ohh ohh ohh 

It's not his fault that he can't believe, 

It's not his fault that he can't behave, 

Society made him go astray. 

Perhaps if we're nice he'll go away, 

Perhaps he'll go away, 

He'll go away 

"Only a lad. You really can't blame him." 

"Only a lad. Society made him." 

"Only a lad. He's our responsibility." 

Hey there Donny, you really don't fool me, 

You get away with murder, 

And you think it's funny! 

You don't give a damn if we live or if we die 

Oh oh oh, ohh ohh ohh oh oh, 

Hey there Donny boy, 

I hope you fry! 

Oh oh oh, ohh ohh ohh oh oh, 

Oh oh oh, ohh ohh ohh oh oh. 

Source: LyricFind 

 

January 6th, 2021, Donald Trump told people to enter the Capitol and “fight”. “If you don’t fight, 

you won’t have a country.” We still have our country.  

 

In 1969, Charles Manson told people to go cause a heinous crime because Manson wanted to 

rule the world. Manson didn’t enter Sharon Tate’s house. Manson was charged for the same 

murders his followers were charged with. Donald Trump has not been charged with any crimes 

from the Capitol Chaos on Jan 6th. (I’m not sure if the jury found evidence of Manson entering 

LaBianca’s home.) 

 

Dan White didn’t like election results in San Francisco. November 27, 1978, Dan White walked 

into the S.F. City Hall and assassinated Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk. 

White was charged and convicted with the murders. Donald Trump didn’t like the election 

results. Trump is the leader of the Washington Mafia. That’s the reason Trump has not been 

charged for the deaths of Ashli Babbitt and Brian Sicknick.  

 

President Richard Nixon had to resign after being caught as the conspirator of a Democrat 

hotel room break in. Donald Trump is still leading the Republican Party. Trump has many legal 

problems.   

 

The Washington Law enforcement has the right to charge Donald Trump and all the Capitol 

Killer 12 with conspiracy to commit all the crimes at our Washington Capitol on Jan 6th. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Fox News-Termite Wing Media 

 

I started this project because I heard Fox News ‘Angle’ girl, Laura Ingraham, interview a man 

who spoke with Ashli Babbitt before she lost her life because of the Capitol Killer 12. That’s 

ironic that the ‘Angle Girl’ would attempt to raise her ratings because Laura, being a member of 

the THK, angered Ashli to the point that Ashli came to Washington to attack people that Ashli 

didn’t know. The Angle Girl doesn’t know the people in congress, either. Did the angel girl ever 

sit and talk with any of the people she tells her audience to hate? Fox News is the Termite Wing 

Media. Ashli was incited by Fox News anchors to hate people she doesn’t ‘know. I thought 

of the irony and rewrote the Alanis Morissette’s song, ‘Ironic’. I changed the friend to family.  

 

TV Fox is Laura Ingraham aka Angle Girl: 

“Little Miss TV Fox sent a girl to die. She had her family on air and pretended to cry.  

When the cameras rolled back, she saw her ratings went high. Isn’t she pathetic? Don’t you 

think?” 

 

Sean Hannity makes around 30 million dollars a year. Great money for talking on TV. Hannity 

is always a top-rated TV anchor. The other anchors on Fox echo Hannity with their broadcast 

because they want Hannity money. Good reason to echo the King Termite. I continue the song:  

“Sean Hannity pay is what I’m reaching for. Don’t care what happened on the Capitol floor. 

Trump killed a cop, but don’t tell the law. My Angle is always ratings.”  

 

I continued the lyric with Tucker Carlson. Matt Gaetz called Tucker to tell him about a dinner 

with the Carlson’s that Tucker didn’t know about. Tucker Carlson raised his ratings with Kyle 

Rittenhouse’s acquittal of murder. In the lyric the Smuck is Gaetz and the murderer is 

Rittenhouse. “Carlson spread the hate was confused by this Smuck. He rose his ratings up 

high with a murders luck. We should alter his name with a bar on the front (put a line across the 

T to make it an F). A little more fitting. Don’t you think?”  

 

I continue the song with Carlson and Laura holding hands in a joyous dance and singing 

together. “Sean Hannity pay is what we’re reaching for. Trump left 2 bodies on the Capitol 

floor. Let’s do this again so Trump can kill 2 more. Our paychecks show its figures.”  

 

For Hannity, I change the song to Devo’s ‘Whip it’ Hannity “When I get back on the air, I will 

‘Trump it’. There’s always hate to sell. I always ‘Trump it’. I have to make big pay. That’s why I 

‘Trump it’. (Music) I ‘Trump it’. Trump’s great. (M) I ‘Trump it’. (M). Trump makes my pay.”  

 

Hannity and Donald Trump talk all the time. They’re best friends. I wrote more to this. The group 

sings and dances together. Their secret talent is not shown on Fox. I’ll gladly show it. 

 

Ashli Babbitt’s family has the right to sue Donald Trump and the Capitol Killer 12 for billions. 

Ashli Babbitt was an Air Force Veteran. The Air Force has the right to use the Fox Studio’s 

for all their training exercises while Fox is broadcasting their hate messages. A little more fitting, 

don’t you think? The Termite Wing Media is directly responsible for the deaths of Ashli Babbitt 

and Brian Sicknick.  
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I also rewrote the Spin Doctors ‘2 Princes’. Donald Trump parades himself as King. Don Jr 

and Eric were on the Capitol Chaos show’s lineup. Donald Jr and Eric are ‘Trump princes’ 

 

“One, two Trump Princes lie before you, that’s what they said now. 

Trump Princes told you what to do now, incite the anger 

One Trump said daddy’s in the rackets. Now that’s a bad thing 

One Trump said go to Congress, attack it. That’s what he did now. 

Trump princes have money in their pocket. Amazing as it is 

Trump Princes have nothing in their noggins. cognitive testing” 

 

To all the Capitol gatherers (riot people). You were told for years about corruption in politics. 

How politicians are only for themselves? Once a politician gets elected, they do nothing but 

make their paychecks. In this case, you’re correct. Everything Donald Trump did as president 

was only for Donald Trump and his staff. His staff of advisors included his daughter. Ivanka, and 

his sons, Donald Jr and Eric. The Washington Mafia is the corruption you were told about. You 

went to the Capitol to expose corruption. You did it. You are finding out that Donald Trump is not 

doing anything to help everyone that got into trouble on January 6th. President Donald Trump 

received over $260 million dollars in the 5 weeks after the election from donors to contest the 

election. Trump didn’t pay anyone’s attorney bills or fines. President Donald Trump didn’t send 

flowers to Ashli Babbitt’s grave. Donald Trump kept the money. Many of you are getting 

prosecuted for crimes that you are now regretting. When you were fighting with the police, you 

didn’t know who they were. You didn’t know their names or who their families are. You were 

incited by President Donald Trump. You were told to hate people you don’t know. Donald Trump 

doesn’t know the names of the people you were fighting. The termite wing media doesn’t know 

the names of the policemen. Those police are fans of football just like you. Those policemen like 

beer, just like you. Those policemen were working on their dignified job. The police you were 

fighting with, are the police that are hired to protect the politicians in Washington. Politicians that 

directed you to that violence include President Donald Trump, Congressman Mo Brooks, and 

Congressman Madison Cawthorn. 3 people from the Capitol Killer 12.  

 

You guys were chanting hang ‘Mike Pence’. Why? You voted for him. Prior to Jan 6th, Pence 

was Trump’s partner in the White House for 3 years, 11 months, and 1 week. You wanted to 

hang Mike Pence because Pence wouldn’t do what the spoiled rich kid wanted. You were told to 

hate Mike Pence, Trump’s partner, from Trump, Pence’s partner. People were calling for, 

‘Where’s Nancy?’ If the police didn’t slow you down, you would have beaten a fragile old lady, to 

death. Nancy Pelosi is a 103-pound, weak old lady. Because President Trump doesn’t like her, 

you would have beaten the old lady to death. Put that picture of a bloody weak old lady in your 

head. Have Trump stand next to the body with his Make America Great Again hat on and a 

Trump smile.  

 

President Trump is a Republican. Nancy Pelosi is a Democrat. Republicans and Democrats 

disagreeing are the basics of party politics. Congresswoman Pelosi is no different than any 

other democrat with her views on Republican policies. But she is a girl. How many of you guys 

want to be known as a girl beater? Or an old lady killer? Many of you feel bad about the events 

on Jan 6th.  
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How would feel if you knew Nancy Pelosi died from guys kicking, beating, and punching her? 

You don’t know the woman. What you know is what Trump wants you to know. Hate Nancy 

Pelosi because she doesn’t agree with Trump. Nancy Pelosi has a job in Congress. The same 

with the termite wing media. They don’t know Pelosi. They know she’s a Democrat. They tell 

you to hate a working woman. Some of you hurt the police. Those cops are stronger than an old 

lady. Pelosi isn’t strong enough to withstand that punishment.  

 

Nancy Pelosi disagreed with Donald Trump. That’s against Washington Mafia protocol. 

President Donald Trump didn’t care what happened in the Capitol. Trump doesn’t care about 

Ashli Babbitt who lost her life trying to do what the Capitol Killer 12 directed her to do, attack 

Congress. Ashli didn’t personally know the people she was trying to attack. Donald Trump 

placed Republicans on his THK list. Ashli died because of THK listed Republicans.  

 

President Donald Trump, the law-and-order President, the Commander and Chief of the US 

armed forces sent many veterans against United States unarmed Congress people. Ashli 

Babbitt was a Veteran. Donald Trump is a veteran killer, and a cop killer.  

 

I’m here with you to finish the corruption fight. The way United States citizens do it, vote.  

In November, go to the polls and vote against all the politicians who said that the violence 

directed by the head of the Republican Party to our unarmed employees is not allowed. Vote 

against those politicians who agreed with the violence. They said ‘it’s okay because my job 

depends on Trump support’. Those politicians do nothing for us, the citizens. Those politicians 

that allowed the violence are the corrupt politicians. The Trump loyalist and the Washington 

Mafia are the corrupt politicians.  

 

Donald Trump singing my rewrite of Queen’s ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’. I changed ‘mama’ to 

‘Con-gress’.  

 

Con-gress, I just killed a man. I was going after you and my partner with a noose.  

Con-gress, I have just begun, to kill anyone who disagrees with me.  

Con-gress, oooo, I know what you think. Now you wish that I’d never been born at all. 

 

A little background on the fragile old lady, Nancy Pelosi, a United States Congresswoman. 

While in the congress she introduces legislation, promotes legislation, and approves legislation 

for… women, your mom, your sister, your grandmother, your aunt Sylvia. Democrat women or 

Republican women in congress favor legislation for women. Congressmen favor legislation for 

men, fast cars, and Hooter’s girls.  

Nancy Pelosi has the right to have Donald Trump and the Capitol Killer 12 arrested for the 

charge of attempted assassination of our United States Congresswoman, Nancy Pelosi.  

Nancy Pelosi has the right to sue Donald Trump for billions of dollars.  
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                          CHAPTER THREE  
                                                         The YES Men 

 

Congressman Kevin McCarthy understands the THK ‘beat the woman’ protocol. Kevin 

McCarthy is going after his own party’s congresswoman, Elizabeth Cheney. McCarthy is in the 

Washington Mafia. McCarthy needs mob influence from Donald Trump to get congress to 

appoint him Speaker of the House of Representatives. Trump has everyone hating the old lady, 

Nancy Pelosi. Kevin McCarthy is telling everyone that Liz Cheney is siding with Nancy Pelosi. 

That’s a bad thing with the ‘mob’. Congresswoman Elizabeth Cheney is on the Jan 6th 

committee, the board to charge the leader of the Washington Mafia with crimes. Kevin McCarthy 

can’t let that happen. Kevin McCarthy has to stand with the mob boss. McCarthy has to 

politically attack Liz Cheney. That way people will beat up Congresswoman Liz Cheney. Then 

Trump will endorse McCarthy for speaker. Congressman Kevin McCarthy will be Speaker of the 

House. Kevin McCarthy doesn’t care about Republican Party policy. McCarthy doesn’t care 

about our Congresswoman Cheney. McCarthy needs to keep his place in the Washington Mafia 

by having Cheney ‘catch a beating’ by people who don’t know her. Kevin McCarthy is a criminal 

mobster.  

 

When a reporter asked McCarthy about the RNC claiming Jan 6th was ‘Legitimate Political 

Discourse’, McCarthy ran away. This is Donald Trump’s number 1 man in Congress. 

Congresswoman Liz Cheney is a girl. Kevin McCarthy is trying to beat up a girl. Kevin McCarthy 

used to be a man. Now Kevin McCarthy is a chicken ass. 

 

I rewrote Bob Dylan’s ‘Mr. Tambourine Man’ for Kevin McCarthy. Mr. Chicken-ass-man. 

“Hey Mr. Chicken ass man, have a Trump excuse for me?  

Did your jingle jangle testies shrink and fade away?  

Scrape that yellow off your back, Trump needs it for his face.  

In the Congress Speaker race, you have no business being there.  

Hey Mr. Chicken ass man get a Trump excuse for me?  

And if Cheney gets beat up, you put your own seat up. Legal boot heals will be entering.’ 

You say you stand for all that’s good, your actions show you don’t. I’m believing that you can’t. 

You’re blinded by Trump crimes every day.”  

“Hey Mr. Chicken ass man put your congress pin away, it’s dangerous what you say. You’re 

attacking a girl colleague. Crawl back in the hole you came out from. 

Hey Mr. Chicken ass man, have a Trump excuse for me? Did your jingle jangle testies shrink 

and fade away?”   

 

I have the full songs written. They’re fun, for me. Not for the Washington Mafia.  

The yes men, Trump advisors and his staff, have many excuses for Trump’s wrongs. It 

wasn’t President Trump, ‘it was the other guy’ it was the social media, main street media’ ‘it’s 

high tech’ ‘it’s low tech’ it’s Bill Gates, Hillary Clinton, George Clinton, ‘it was Joe Biden’ ‘it was 

Nancy Pelosi’ ‘it was big bird’ ‘it was sasquatch’ ‘it didn’t happen’ ‘rigged election’ ‘rigged 

erection’ ‘stolen election’ ‘stolen tampons’ ‘Trump was joking’ Trump was sleeping’ ‘trump was 

drooling’ Trump was golfing, Trump works, Trump flushes toilets, ‘he uses bleach’ it’s the RINO, 

a little bit confused. He couldn’t help it. It’s the left, it’s the radical left, it’s the nuclear left, it’s my 

left nut.   
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Trump’s leadership hired Kayleigh McEnany and Mike Pence. Bill Barr didn’t find anything on 

the very elusive Hunter Biden Laptop. Trump said, “He didn’t look.” What’s inside of the laptop 

is a mystery. When they open that laptop, it will simulate opening the Arc of the Covenant. 

Trump, Giuliani, and McCarthy should be looking when the cover opens. Look long at the 

cocaine dust coming from within (You’ll understand that when you read the section on the 

Trump Border Wall.) 

 

For 4 years this happened. The spoiled rich kid that turned into President Donald Trump does 

something wrong, the Trump staff has to make an excuse for what Donald Trump does 

wrong. Trump’s staff are required to agree with Donald Trump. That is the only requirement to 

be employed in the White House under President Donald Trump. President Donald Trump’s 

employees are ‘yes men’. When President Donald Trump makes a wrong decision, Trump’s 

yes men can only agree. When his wrong decision goes public, the yes men have to make an 

excuse. President Donald Trump didn’t lose the election, his decisions cost him the election. 

Trump yes men could only make the excuse of ‘stolen election’. That’s a bad excuse. The yes 

men made around $600,000, plus enormous benefits, for the 4 years Trump was in the White 

House. They’re not qualified to be White House employees. They don’t know how to make a 

good excuse. Trump’s yes men are qualified to make around $40,000 salary. That’s a good 

reason to make every attempt to keep your $150,000 salary. ‘Stolen election.’ I’ve listed some of 

the Trump White House employees with the link to the over 400 other Trump overpaid 

employees. Listing are in the back pages. 

 

Here’s something interesting: 

According to the Religious News Service, former White House chief of staff Mark Meadows’ 

book offers a “detailed account” of the 45th president’s “infamous Bible photo op at St. John’s 

Church in June 2020,” which, it turns out, was reportedly Ivanka’s idea. For those who need a 

refresher, in June 2020, at the height of racial-justice protests sparked by the murder of George 

Floyd by a Minneapolis police officer, Trump, concerned about media coverage of his retreat to 

a White House bunker, had peaceful protesters tear-gassed so he could make his way to the 

nearby St. John’s church. There, he held up a Bible and posed for photos while telling reporters, 

“we have a great country” and vowing he would “make it even greater, and it won’t take long.”  
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Everything in government takes a long time. Even getting tax payers to fund the Trump Border 

Wall. Watch the Lafayette Square hypocrisy.  The $200,000 white House Press secretary, 

Kayleigh McEnany, struggles to maintain the line like an elementary school photo.  This photo 

op is President Donald Trump leadership.  

The hypocrisy here is more than all hypocrisy in the history of hypocrisy. 

President Donald Trump’s main staff included Lara Trump, a Capitol Killer 12. Lara was a chief 

campaign girl. In September 2020, President Donald Trump said to Californians, “California’s 

going to hell.” Trump knew he was going to lose California. Biden got around 66% to Trump’s 

33%. In October 2020, Lara Trump advertised heavily in the L.A. market essentially tossing all 

the Republican donated dollars away. This is Trump leadership. Donald Trump used his 

daughter-in-law, Lara Trump for his campaign person. She isn’t qualified to run a campaign. 

Donald Trump said California is going to hell. How many other major cities did Lara Trump 

waste money on? Also, President Donald Trump said, “New York is going to hell.” How much 

money did Lara Trump waste? There were lots of areas where the election was close. If Trump 

hired a good campaign staff, Trump might have won the election. Lara threw away millions of 

dollars on expensive TV markets that Trump knew he was going to lose.  

 

South Carolina Senator Lindsey Graham. Graham gave President Donald Trump five 

hundred thousand dollars to contest the 2020 election. Graham gave away the money proudly, 

publicly. This is Senator Lindsey Graham telling all the people in the United States, ‘Hey 

suckers, I’m rich from your tax dollars. I’m going to give money to another rich guy. Rich guys 

like us only associate with other rich guys.  
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My campaign I ran says ‘I’ll work for you’, is absolute bullshit. I associate with people of high 

society, and I don’t work at all. I hang out in Washington with other rich people.” 

  

How many kids in South Carolina can use $100 for school books? How about money for 

groceries? Can someone in South Carolina use money for a ride to the doctor or the hospital? 

The Senator you voted for, won’t give money to the needy. Your Senator Graham gives money 

to the greedy. Don’t worry, it’s for political support. Graham is a terrible senator. That’s why he 

needs political support from the crime boss. Lobbying for personal gain is wrong. 

 

Donald Trump gave that $500,000 to Rudy Giuliani. Rudy Giuliani with his gaggle of lawyers 

had a press conference, in front of people, which was broadcast on TV. The star speakers 

included a legal specialist, Sidney Powell. Sidney, in her colorful way, made a super excuse for 

Donald Trump. Sidney stated that the ‘rigged’, or ‘stolen election’ was caused by international 

alien invasions of the 3rd kind. Of course, we have to believe this woman, she is a lawyer. 

Sidney is personally picked by Rudy Giuliani. Sidney Powell is an attorney for President Donald 

Trump. People that work for Donald Trump always have to make an excuse for Donald Trump. 

Attorney Powell is using international espionage as an excuse. Sidney, Rudy, and the other 

gaggle of attorney’s get paid from people who gave Donald Trump money to contest the 2020 

election. Trump was given over $260,000,000 in the first 5 weeks after he announced he would 

contest the election. Trump paid the gaggle of ghouls around $400,000. Trump kept the rest of 

the $260,000,000. What hasn’t been disclosed is how much more Trump received after the first 

5 weeks. I want to estimate $300,000,000. It wasn’t the ‘big lie’, it was a ‘giant money maker’, by 

doing nothing. That’s a great reason to keep the ‘stolen election’ theory going. 

 

While the Rudy and Sidney television show was on, I wanted to be a fly on the wall, in the 

bedroom, where Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey Graham watch nightly entertainment. As soon as the 

Rudy show ended, Mrs. Graham picked up the alarm clock from the night stand and smashed 

it over her husband’s head. “You stupid son-of-a-bitch. Where the hell to you get off giving 

$250,000 of my money to that crop of assholes.” As she continues beating his face, (I am using 

the 50 50 marriage worth to determine the amount). Blood is running from hubby’s nose as he 

gasps and tries to explain his stupidity that was broadcast for the nation to see. “It was for a 

good reason.” As Mrs. Graham lays more and more blows onto the face of the South Carolina 

Senator, “What? What f---ing reason? You stupid fuck. You’re buying me that condo in Tahiti, 

and that Rolex.” This situation was made possible by an idiot giving his tax paid earnings to 

another idiot, who then gave many thousands of dollars to a gaggle of idiots, in an archaic 

research of incredible stupid. “And buy me a new alarm clock.” She whacks him once more. 

“Aaaahhh.”  

 

On TV the next day there is a commercial with South Carolina Senator Lindsay Graham 

pleading for campaign donations, “Hi, I’m South Carolina Senator Lindsay Graham.” Senator 

Graham’s head is wrapped with white bandages, his eye is black and blue and swollen. One 

side of his lip is bleeding, and his front tooth is chipped. “I’m seeking your support for Senator of 

South Carolina. I’m a real smart man. In my last term, I solved issues that relate to all South 

Carolinians. I helped Citizen Rudy Giuliani pay his gaggalors for a real good reason. I gave five 

hundred thousand dollars to Trump right after I was elected to another 6-year term in the 

senate. I’m a real smart man. I know you won’t remember that I stupidly gave away your tax 

dollars at the next senate election.  
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I’ll campaign with plenty of lies about what a good job I’m doing for all of my South Carolina 

constituents. But really, I’m in love with Donald Trump. I love his hair and face makeup. When 

I’m elected the United States Senate, I promise to continue my involvement with the great 

Washington Mafia. At this time, I’m seeking your financial support of $25, to many thousands of 

dollars, to add to my dwindled campaign fund. I’m a real smart man. I will continue to work and 

support all things that matter to Donald Trump. Vote Republican. Vote for me. Oh, and does 

anyone know where I can find one of those new virtual alarm clocks?” 

 

Republican DPL Senator Lindsay Graham said of Joe Biden’s Supreme Court pick, “Another 

win for the radical left.” Condemn things you know nothing about. ‘Trump wisdom’. Whenever 

you talk, and whatever you say can only help the opposition. If Waldo runs for your Senate seat, 

he’ll win. We have to find ‘Waldo’. I hope that statement is played when you’re up for reelection. 

“I’m Lindsay Graham. I’m a real smart man.” Your educated voice can only help the radical left. 

It is my wish that Saturday Night Live will play their version of this asshole. SNL show it many 

times while South Carolina Senator Lindsey Graham is still a Washington Senator. Humiliate 

this person every day until he leaves the country. Senator Lindsey Graham is a lobbyist for his 

own benefit. It is solid evidence of corruption. 

 

Trump spoke of lobbyist in his 2017 address to the joint session of congress:  

We have begun to drain the swamp of government corruption by imposing a five-year ban on 
lobbying by executive branch officials, and a lifetime ban --applause 

Thank you. — and a lifetime ban on becoming lobbyists for a foreign government. We have 
undertaken a historic effort to massively reduce job crushing regulations, creating a deregulation 
task force inside of every government agency. 

On NATO, Trump said: Our foreign policy calls for a direct, robust and meaningful engagement 
with the world.  It is American leadership based on vital security interests that we share with our 
allies all across the globe. 

We strongly support NATO, an alliance forged through the bonds of two World Wars that 
dethroned fascism.  And a Cold War that defeated communism. 

But our partners must meet their financial obligations. And now, based on our very strong and 
frank discussions, they are beginning to do just that. In fact, I can tell you the money is pouring 

in. Very nice. 

And we will eradicate the AIDS epidemic in America by the end of this decade. 

 
Who wrote this for President Donald Trump? It wasn’t Trump. Nothing in this makes sense. 
Nothing in this speech was at all true. Trump doesn’t care about AIDS. Trump’s entire 
presidency is political lobbying for Trump to get Trump support for the Trump loyalist politician. 
Lindsey Graham lobbied Trump with $500,000 to get Trump support and affiliation in the Trump 
Border Wall. He would have pulled us out of NATO not because of money. Putin needed NATO 
dismantled. Everything about any of President Donald Trump’s speeches doesn’t reflect 
anything he does or did, unless it’s dumb. Donald Trump has speech writers.  
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Trump doesn’t read anything. Trump will rehearse a speech without caring what’s in it. Because 
Donald Trump doesn’t understand anything but glorifying Donald Trump. 
  
Trump is endorsing Doctor Oz. Not because of Oz being a Republican. Donald Trump is 
endorsing Oz to get the doctors popularity support. Trump is doing it with Kid Rock. Donald 
Trump doesn’t care about someone’s political beliefs or their position in politics. Donald Trump 
cares only about riding anyone’s popularity. What does Kid Rock have to do with politics? He’s 
a recording artist. Trump has a big video at Kid Rock’s concert. The audience must see that and 
realize how phony it is. Or that’s when they go to the concession stand. Maybe seeing Trump 
makes them go to the toilet. That I can understand. Everything coming out of Donald Trump is 
bullshit. Doctor Oz is a TV personality. Donald Trump makes the statement about the doctor’s 
popularity when endorsing Oz. Research Doctor Oz. See what Doctor Oz’s accomplishments 
are in advancing or enhancing our society. Donald Trump wouldn’t understand what the 
accomplishments are or what society is. Donald Trump knows popularity. His whole life has 
been phony popularity. Now he has bonus popularity, as the Political Witch Father, from the 
Capitol Killer 12 and the Washington Mafia. 
 

A visible unqualified President Donald Trump employee, White House press secretary Kayleigh 

McEnany. This girl has qualifications to do something, not a Trump White House employee. 

She worked for a year and didn’t understand that Trump needed a good excuse person. I’ll state 

the 3 incidents I had an excuse for in minutes.  

 

#1 press meeting: Trump made up childish names for the corona virus. Trump called it the 

“China virus” and the “Kung Flu.” A reporter asked Kayleigh about the name calling, “Isn’t it 

racist?” Kayleigh did her homework. She had a folder of what newspapers were calling it. ‘Oh 

yeah, well the Washington post called it this, and the New York Times called it that, and Dr. 

Seuss book called it thems, and Chicago is windy.” I don’t remember all the stuff that she had 

compiled in her fabulous notes. I would have answered, ‘I want to make one thing clear. 

President Donald Trump is not a racist. Donald Trump likes all Chinese people. Donald Trump 

doesn’t like communism. We have evidence that the virus originated in China, a communist 

country. President Donald Trump hates this virus. I think he’s going a little light with his 

adjectives. I have 7 names for this virus, and they all start with FUCK.” That would close all 

inquiries on this topic.  

 

#2 President Donald Trump was talking about some ballots in a river. This is too easy to 

excuse. First if you’re working for Donald Trump, you need ‘blame people’, a Rocko and a 

Shirley. As soon as Trump said it, I would have called Rocko. I’ll give you my side of the 

conversation. Use your imagination for Rocko’s response. “Hey, yeah, Trump said something 

about some voter ballots in rivers. Yeah, about 300. I don’t care what river. Yes. Of course wet. 

Very unreadable. Bring Louie. What? Okay. 4 tickets to Disneyworld. Yeah, Okay but a 

compact. But have the pictures for Shirley by 6 am. I have a press conference at 5pm tomorrow. 

I want prep time.” To Shirley, “Shirley pick-up the pictures from Rocko at 6. Burn the phone at 

7.” (I wrote this a week after that press conference. March 30, 2022 I heard there are real ‘burn 

phones’.) At the press conference, I have the pictures of ballots in the river on a projection 

screen. “These are the ballots President Donald Trump was indicating. We are 80% sure these 

ballots are authentic. At this time, we are examining them for authenticity.” Press, “But are they 

voter’s ballots?” Me, “Like I said, we are checking the authenticity. I will answer more questions 

after our testing.” That would buy time until people forget about bullshit ballots.  
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Or in time, maybe some real bullshit ballots would appear in the Amazon River. “I’ll be traveling 

next week to the Amazon.” that’s a paid trip for me.  

 

#3 (My favorite): 60 minutes is having Trump and his little cutie press secretary girl talk with 

Leslie Stahl about the Trump medical insurance plan. We all know why President Donald 

Trump didn’t come up with an insurance plan. He doesn’t know anything about an insurance 

plan. People told him about Obama Care. That’s all he knows. Trump doesn’t read anything. He 

didn’t read Obama Care. Trump won’t hire anyone with any qualifications to make up an 

insurance plan. That person would be too smart to work for Trump. Many people close to 

President Donald Trump are now, talking about Trump’s inability to do anything but glorify 

himself. Anyway, if I’m working as a Trump excuse man, when the subject came up and Donald 

Trump told me to take the empty insurance book, which I call “Yogi’s empty picnic basket”, I 

would use my best Hana Barbara Boo Boo impersonation and say, “Gee Donny, I don’t think the 

Nations gonna like that. ”I get a folder and spend 2 hours making up people to use as medical 

companies. When Trump makes his abrupt exit, I would sit next to Leslie Stahl. “Hello Leslie. It’s 

so nice to meet you. I’m Peter. I’ve assisted President on the insurance plans. President Trump 

isn’t too happy with me. I’ve had all these individual companies make promises to me for the 

last 2 years to come up with an acceptable insurance plan. I’ve failed to provide a plan that 

meets the President’s approval.” Leslie, “He has insurance plans?” Me, “Oh yes. We have 

many. I haven’t acquired an insurance plan that President Trump would accept. I haven’t 

received an acceptable plan.” I would open the bullshit folder with more bullshit Trump excuses. 

“Like this one from the medical practice of ‘doctor and doctors’. Look at all this small print. I 

don’t understand why these guys didn’t get me an agreeable insurance plan.” Leslie, “Well, He 

did do a lot of work on this.”  Me, “Absolutely, we made several attempts with many insurance 

companies. We think in the first quarter of Donald Trump’s second term, we will have 

succeeded.” The conversation will continue. I’ll compliment Leslie on her shoes. Ask for an 

autograph. The director will get pissed off and tell Leslie to end the conversation. Over and 

done.  

 

But Kayleigh doesn’t make enough money to actually work. Michael Cohen wrote ‘Disloyal’. 

When it came out, Kayleigh made a Trump excuse, “Cohen is making money off of lies.” 

Kayleigh didn’t read the book. Michael Cohen wrote mainly about himself and what a money- 

grubbing person Cohen is. The only mentions about Trump were the few facts about Stormy 

Daniels, a few things about Trump’s organization, and the Trump children. Kayleigh could have 

used the book to benefit Trump. But that’s not what Trump hired her for. Donald Trump hired 

McEnany because he thinks she’s a 9. Trump used tax payer money for Kayleigh. Now she’s a 

4. She was only hired to agree with Trump. That’s the only qualification to work for Trump, 

agree with Trump. She did treat him like the angle girl does, ‘protect my little spoiled brother.’ 

Kayleigh isn’t qualified to work for Trump. She was only making $187,000 salary, plus the perks, 

totaling around $340,000.00 for the year. President Donald Trump could have had an intern do 

the job of Kayleigh McEnany. The intern cost is nothing and the intern would have done a better 

job.  

 

Note: Chris Farley told me about the phony river ballots. Chris lived for years, in a van, down by 

the river. He never saw any ballots.  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
My Thoughts 

 

3 things that are not related to any of this.  

 

#1: I’m smitten with SNL’s Heidi Gardner. She was in a SNL skit. I was doing something and I 

stopped. At first, I didn’t know why this beautiful woman struck me with a cupid’s arrow. Later 

that night I switched on Hulu and watched ‘Family Guy’. That’s when I saw the resemblance. 

Put short red hair on Heidi Gardner and she looks like Lois Griffin. You see, I’m in love with a 

cartoon character, Lois Griffin. Lois stands by Peter’s side no matter what stupid thing he does. 

I’m a fan of real, or cartoon, love. I’m super attracted to the beautiful Heidi Gardner. That’s all I’ll 

share with that.  

 

#2: I’m a huge fan of the Dodgers, Justin Turner, Chargers, Justin Herbert, and Rams, Kooper 

Cupp. I want a sports shirt with “the L.A. TENS’ on it. Put Turner, Herbert, and Cupp pictures 

next to their names and their number 10. The LA TENS. I think this would be a popular shirt for 

the Los Angeles sports fans. I’ll purchase 3 extra-large The L.A. TENS shirts. 

 

#3: The Oscars is a chick flick. ESPN should have a ‘guy show’ to counter the chick flick. 

College football Sunday. A double header College Football Sunday. Use cross town rivalries, 

3pm EST, Iowa State Cyclones vs. Iowa Hawkeyes. 7pm Oklahoma State Cowboys vs. 

Oklahoma Sooners. Cowboy - Sooner games have been great. Every year they put on The 

Show. ESPN should give us guys something to watch. College Football double header will be 

great for the colleges. College Football Sunday will have everyone setting up parties with beer, 

chips, hot wings, and napkins made of paper towels. College Football Sunday would get super 

ratings. 

 

Some guys conspired to kidnap Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer. They are being charged 

with crimes for the conspiracy. Donald Trump and the Capitol Killer 12 conspired to attack the 

congress. This is the same as the conspiracy to kidnap our Michigan Governor Gretchen 

Whitmer.  

 

Donald J. Trump Wisdom 

The famous press conference day when we heard the wisdom of President Donald Trump, “I 

understand you could bleach out the virus.” I had a serious excuse for this one, but this one 

is more fun. In the ‘Odd Couple’ movie the girls, Oscar’s neighbors, were the coo coo pigeon 

sisters. My press conference excuse, “What President Donald Trump was referring to, was the 

information we received. One coo coo pigeon sister’s lung was tarred by smoking. We have 

information stating that her lungs were bleached to clear the tar off.”  “We also know she had 

been constipated. She was given a bottle of Downey Fabric softener with the April fresh scent. It 

loosened her stool and she was able to shit.” A Donald Trump excuse. Everyone should write 

Trump excuses they’re fun and there’s lots of President Donald Trump’s leadership to write 

about.  

 

Bleaching lungs was said by the President of the United States of America. The President of the 

United States can set off nuclear weapons. 
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A new question game: Who said “She’s a monster. Nobody likes her.” A teenage girl jealous 

of another teenage girl or President Donald Trump? I don’t know the teenage girl. President 

Donald Trump said “she’s a monster” about Kamala Harris after the VP debate. He said 

“nobody likes her” about Kamala Harris, at one of his rallies.  

Rally. Saturday April 9, 2022: The following, Trump glorifying himself. 

A few days after Donald Trump revealed that he wanted to march to the Capitol alongside his 

supporters, he once again attempted to absolve himself of any guilt during a Saturday night rally 

in Selma, North Carolina in which he claimed to be "the most honest human being that God 

has ever created. "No, you’re not. You cheat on your beautiful wife, with a porn star, and other 

women. You raped a girl. You commit crimes all the time with your children. Mobsters use their 

children in crimes. You use your children in your visible crimes. You lie about everything at any 

time. You attack anyone that doesn’t agree with you. You attacked United States law 

enforcement. You murdered Brian Sicknick and Ashli Babbitt. Now our law enforcement has 

solid evidence to connect you, and everyone that stands with you, with drug smuggling. You’re 

not honest. You lie to yourself. You can’t do anything but tell yourself you’re great. Your whole 

life has been riding on your phony popularity. If your daddy didn’t give you money, you’d be 

flipping burgers and complaining about everything. Everybody around you tells you what you 

want to hear. They tell you you’re great. They lie to you, like you lie to everyone else. You won’t 

listen to the real people who criticize you. You won’t listen to those people. You stand up and 

tell everyone that the people who criticize you are wrong. You believe that you’re right. You’re 

not. Stand next to any normal man. Compare apples to apples, person to person. For real, total 

up the points. Stand in front of a mirror. Digitize yourself and feed the information into a 

computer. You’ll read what the rest of us see. You’re not an honest human being. You can’t 

make a valid case that you’re an honest human. God created a boy. That boy turned into a 

spoiled kid. Money and ugly greed changed that kid into you. ‘Hey there Donny boy…fryyy!’ 

Attorney Bill Barr releases his book about President Donald Trump. Without reading Barr’s 
book, Donald Trump always has to go on the defensive and always tries his Trump childish 
insults: “Bill Barr wouldn’t know voter fraud if it was staring him in the face.”  Trump had to 
create a new way to put someone down, because there are so many people, now, talking truth 
about Donald Trump’s incompetence, "The fact is, he was weak, ineffective, and totally scared 
of being impeached, which the Democrats were constantly threatening to do. They 'broke' him."  
And the blame game by Trump continues. The yes men and termite wing media will be right 
behind claiming Bill Barr is a liar. Bill Barr made the list to hate on the Trump Hate Klan. 
 
I don’t know what Barr wrote in his book. I don’t care about Barr. Barr wrote a book to make 
money. My book is free. I wrote this because I want justice for Ashli Babbitt and Brian Sicknick. 
 
George Stephanopoulos was interviewing President Donald Trump about Trump’s White House 

Radiologist, Doctor Scott Atlas, making a claim that everyone should get the virus. There will 

be ‘herd immunity’ from the virus. Judging by his name, I think he wipes the asses of body 

builders. He’s a fine doctor, President Trump personally picked him. No professional 

qualification needed. Qualification is, agree with Donald Trump. President Donald Trump was 

calling it “herd mentality”. Trump doesn’t know what ‘herd immunity’ is. Trump said, “And that’s 

going to happen.” George Stephanopoulos just stared and waited for the idiot cloud to 

disappear. I have to ask, “Excuse me Mr. President, is herd mentality the future world?  
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What’s going to happen in the ‘herd mentality age?” That interview must be broadcast again so 

everyone can see the President of the United States of America in this televised conversation.  

At one of President Donald Trump’s daytime press conferences outside the White House, 

Trump came out and joyfully spoke about the stock market rising to 30,000. “30,000 is a 

sacred number. No one ever thought the stocks would be at 30,000. George Floyd is looking 

down (with pride or something)” George Floyd died. He’s not looking down at you. If there is an 

afterlife, George Floyd was straight. He would be looking down at some fine women. George 

wouldn’t care about your fictional victory lap. President Donald Trump has nothing to do with the 

stock market. There are board of directors and a chairman of the board on corporations that 

know how to raise their corporate stocks. Anyone and everyone know, stocks rise. The Dow 

Jones Industrials will rise. That’s the business world. The stock market has nothing to do with 

Donald Trump’s Washington crime family. When Donald Trump is incarcerated, some stocks 

may rise, some may fall. Your smiles may vary. 

If you’re a Republican, don’t donate to the Republican Party. Donald Trump changed the Grand 

Old Party, GOP, to the Dumb Political Leadership, DPL, Party. 

 

After Putin invaded Ukraine, Donald Trump said, “Putin is a genius.” “Putin is very smart. No 

question he’s smart. The problem is our leaders are dumb.” That killed any chance of anyone 

tied to Donald Trump getting voted into office. The leaders and dumb words are how I came up 

with the Dumb Political Leadership. Trump said, “Our Leaders.” That’s his Republican Party.  

The Republican Party took a hit with the Jan 6th. Once Putin invaded Ukraine that cemented the 

incumbent president, Joe Biden’s, second term. It is a well-known fact that a war time president 

will get reelected.  

 

Trump would have won the election if he took the corona virus seriously. He didn’t. He pushed it 

aside. Trump though the virus would go away. The corona virus was a tragic gift for an 

incumbent president. If he explained the virus to the country in January when he knew about it, 

then delegated the virus problem to Fauci, he would have sat back and collected the votes. 

Trump didn’t have to do a thing. His yes men had no idea what to do. Trump didn’t know what to 

do. The reason President Donald Trump ignored the virus as much as he could was because 

Trump didn’t know what to do when a serious decision came up. Trump is clueless on anything 

but how to glorify Donald Trump.  

 

Fauci would upstage Trump. President Donald Trump never said anything bad about Doctor 

Anthony Fauci. President Donald Trump needed people to dislike Fauci because Fauci was 

taking attention away from Trump. Donald Trump needs to glorify himself. Donald Trump needs 

everyone he knows to glorify Donald Trump. He’s still doing it. He’s holding Donald Trump 

rallies to glorify Donald Trump. His new rallies have people in the bleaches behind him, on 

camera with shirts reading, ‘Blacks for Trump’ and ‘Cops for Trump’. Donald Trump actually has 

black people wearing ‘Blacks for Trump’ t-shirts. This is a Trump yes men sales pitch. The yes 

men ran out of sales ideas. There’s only so many excuses the yes men can make for Trump’s 

wrongs. These rallies are the nonsense that they are scavenging for. These are the $200,000 

salaried Trump White House yes men, desperate for more unqualified, and undeserving, tax 

payer jobs.  It is funny though.  
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When is the ‘Republicans for Trump’ coming out? The ‘Congress for Trump’. How about ‘White 

House for Trump‘? ‘Putin for Trump’, ‘Big Oil for Trump’, ‘7-11 for Trump’. Here’s a couple I’d 

pay attention to, ‘Frederick’s of Hollywood Girls for Trump’. ‘Sexy Legs for Trump’. I have better 

sales ideas than the unqualified yes men. And they get paid for their nonsense. I’m free. It’s fun. 

Trump is always pushing his lies. Let’s have ‘True Value Hardware for Trump.’ That’s both a lie, 

and a store endorsement. Cool. True Value Hardware can hold yellow paint sales.  

 

April 14, 2022, Donald Trump reveals bullshit weighs nothing. The 6’3” tall, 59” circumference, 

Donald Trump weighs 208 pounds. Verified by a Trump backed politician, Dr. Oz, and the 

Wharton School of the University. Both from Pennsylvania. 

 

The 2024 election will be a landslide democrat victory. Trump talked and sided with the enemy, 

Putin. Republicans have to understand. Republicans make up 30% of registered voters. 

Democrats have 40%. The remaining voters cross party lines. The Republicans will get the 

30%. When the election comes, the democrat’s campaign will feature, amongst many other 

things, ‘Trump’s siding with Putin’. That in itself will be the landslide election we haven’t seen. 

Show the Capitol Chaos and all the trials that Trump is going through. Don’t kid yourself Mr. 

Republican. You’re going to lose. That’s if no one pays attention to this. I want justice for Air 

Force Veteran Ashli Babbitt and Washington Police Officer Brian Sicknick. I want Donald Trump 

and the Capitol Killer 12 arrested, charged, and indicted for the crimes on Jan 6th. Best not to 

donate your money to the Republican Dumb Political Leadership Party. 

 

Pole watching  

I’m picking on some people. I have to admit my own mistakes. I have to plead ignorance on the 

‘pole watching’ term. I’ve never heard that term. Donald Trump said people were interfering 

with the pole watchers. I had to find out if he was lying. I went on Google to find pole watchers. 

There is a gay bath house a short distance from me. So, I went there. I know there would be 

‘pole watchers’ at a gay bath house. I assume other places also, but this gay bath house was 

close. First thing is the parking. They have no valet, and they would not validate. That $8 receipt 

is coming off my taxes. I walk inside. There’s a dimly lit rate chart above a counter. $12.50 for 

30 minutes. $25 for 2 hours. I had a spiral notebook to fill, because I want to get enough 

answers. There was a man behind the counter. I took out two $20s. The guy told me I had to 

pay by credit card. I told him I wanted to pay cash. He said the credit card is for the security 

deposit. “I’m not going to touch anything. If I do, I wouldn’t think I could break something.” He 

wasn’t buying it. I had to leave my credit card. I walk inside and I approached my first subject.  

I asked, “Donald Trump said you were interfered with while you were pole watching. Is that 

true?”  

“Who?”  

“The president, Donald Trump”.  

“How would he know that? Is he a member here?”  

“Uhh, yes. I believe he is a member here.”  

“I might have seen him here. But no one has interfered with my view.”  

 

Proof, Donald Trump is lying when he said pole watchers were interfered with. I did stick around 

for more Q&A. Most of the pole watchers at this location knew Donald Trump. A few actually 

rated his pole. Two 6s and a 7. That’s pretty good. I didn’t fare as well. Twelve 5s and a 3.  
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I think the 3 guy was intoxicated. Anyway, out of the 23 gay bath houses I went to, no one had 

been interfered with while ‘pole watching’. Donald Trump is lying. I have many parking receipts. 

I did find out a month later that pole is spelled ‘poll’. I have to plead ignorance here. (The 3 

intoxicated guy is a Trump excuse, blame the other guy.) 

 

The 3 famous congress boy and girls, Matt Gaetz, Marjorie Taylor Greene, and Lauren 

Boebert are still around living on Trump excuses. They can’t make an excuse. They agree with 

Donald Trump for everything he does. Agreeing with Donald Trump is how you get Trump 

support, or mob influence’ without paying the Political Witch Father.  

 

I rewrote ‘Walking on Sunshine’ to ‘Living on Trump lies’. 

Boebert, ‘I told Senator Pelosi to take the Capitol fence down. I did not know where it was or 

where I could be found. I’m Republican’ 

 

Greene, ‘My platform was to tell truth of the QAnon. After a full term in Congress, I proved that 

I’m a typical blond. With the good looks’  

 

Gaetz, “I’m proud of standing with the Donald Hate Klan. I don’t get arrested for crimes. I’m still 

a free man.” 

 

All together, “I’m living on Trump lies. Oh, Oh. I’m living on Trump lies. I’m living on Trump lies, 

Oh, Oh, just make a good excuse.”  

 

Note about the Corona Virus. To all the anti-vaxers. This virus is here. Whether you get 

vaccinated or not, the Corona Virus is here. There is no plan to eradicate this virus. It has 

morphed 3 or 4 times. This is here and it will use you as a host, make you sick, and may kill 

you. The vaccine will only protect you from serious illness or hospital stay. The vaccine is like 

the automobile seat belt. You put the seat belt on to protect you from serious injury. Someone 

might crash into you. The seat belt isn’t going to protect the driver in the other car. The mask, 

non-crowd gathering, and other precautions will protect you from getting seriously sick. If you 

don’t get vaccinated, or you don’t wear your seat belt, it won’t affect the other guy. What will 

affect the other guy is you going to the hospital and running up our health insurance cost. If you 

don’t get vaccinated and you contract the virus, you could end up in the hospital. The hospital 

will do everything they can to save your life. The cost will be in the hundreds of thousands of 

dollars. That will increase health insurance cost. We should not have to pay for your rebelling 

against the vaccine. Federal law should be; when you enter the hospital unvaccinated, the 

hospital owns everything you have. You pay for the stay. It shall be automatic. You pay out of 

your own pocket, not the medical insurance plan that you are on. That medical insurance is 

paying the countries medical cost. If there is a medical cost, all the medical insurance 

company’s rate rise. New law, when you get admitted, you turn over your house, car, and 

everything you own to the hospital. You pay for the stay. In the case of Robert Kennedy Jr., a 

preacher of anti-vaccine, the hospital can double his stay rate. Anyone that preaches anti-

vaccine shall be responsible for 2 times the hospital stay rate. They have caused multiple 

hospital stays and that cost is increasing our health insurance cost. If you don’t vaccinate your 

child under 18, the same law stands. The adult pays with everything they own. That’s the fair 

way. Unvaccinated, you pay for the hospital stay. When your child gets in your car, you have 
your child buckle the seat belt for the safety of your child.  
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There might be an accident while you’re on the road. The virus is similar to a traffic accident. It 

is everywhere. Similar to the traffic accident happening at any time, this virus can infect your 

child at any time and at any place. Auto accidents are only in the car. Your child might get the 

virus anywhere. Protect your child and yourself, buckle up, Vaccine up, or pay up. 

We have to look at the vaccine as a good thing. The vaccine brought back the ‘one night stand’. 

You can go out to a bar, get drunk, wake up in the morning with someone that you have no idea 

what it is. A reminder: make sure to have mouthwash on hand because when that person turns 

over, you might like what you see. On the other hand, safety is an issue. Where you wake up 

should be a rented room because if that person next to you looks like Newt Gingrich, or worse, 

it is Newt Gingrich, (Marlon Brando in Apocalypse Now, “the horror, the horror”) you can make a 

quick exit. Alcohol can be your enemy. It can also be your friend. Marcie Rhodes woke up next 

to Bud Bundy. Penny woke up with Rajesh. Penny and Bud have the same mom. Mom, Marcie, 

and Penny are beautiful girls. I got vaccinated. I’ll go to the bar and drink responsibly. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
Trump Border Wall 

 

This is the most important part of this book.  

When I first heard Trump say he wants to build a border wall, I thought it is an insult to our 

Border Patrol. Trump took 15 billion dollars out of Federal Emergency and Military budget 

without congressional approval. It was Republican President Conservative Donald Trump’s right 

to take that money. President Donald Trump, when it comes to tax payer money, is the RINO. 

To build a massive wall stretching 600 miles across the desert is the most bizarre thought ever. 

Trump started the wall. In 4 years, only 47 miles were completed.  

 

Let’s begin.  

First you have to put together a budget and present the budget to congress. You have to know 

what you’re going to encounter in the desert to know what it will cost to build the Trump Border 

Wall. Let’s say congress approves 15 billion dollars to build the Wall. You still have to build this 

Wall. It is a government contract. OSHA (Occupational Safety Hazard Association) will be over 

every aspect of it. 

 

Let’s start at the end of the 47-mile run. From there you need to build a solid road to haul the 

steel and the machinery across the desert. Desert sand won’t hold the heavy machinery. The 

next items you need is people to build the wall. Minimum estimates are 4 superintendents, 9 

ground workers, 5 machinery operators. No one is paid under the table. Pay rates are 

government union wages. These people need to stay somewhere. They are not going to travel 

more than 30 miles across the desert each day to work. The housing needed would be enough 

for 14 to 18 people. The superintendents won’t be sleeping with the ground workers. I would 

figure 12 homes or mobile homes. The first ‘city’ would need to be 30 miles from the end of the 

47-mile run. The city should be set for travel to work site, a maximum 30 miles each way. The 

tram travel to the job site shouldn’t exceed 45 minutes. Construction workers will take an extra 

hour to prepare to work if the travel is long. The travel time will be across new roads made by 

the Trump Border Wall construction company paid by United States taxes. The workers will 

need food, water, electricity, internet, entertainment. They have to be set up for a one month 

stay.  

 

This is government construction. An urgency medical center will have to be at the city. A 

helicopter would be required to take an injured construction worker to the nearest hospital. The 

city is set for that first year. It’s impossible to estimate how long 60 miles of steel and concrete 

construction across the desert would take. No one has ever done anything like this. The Great 

Wall of China began 2700 years ago. At that time, you could defecate in the woods. Today, you 

need to take human waste to a disposal facility. There has to be portable toilets at the 

continuous running job sites. The human waste disposal facility would be maybe 100 miles from 

the work city. Maybe longer. The truck traffic taking human waste from there to the facility would 

be 2 a day? An entire city with 18 guys, maybe 3 a day? You’ll have to ask the estimator.  

If the workers are going to live in the desert, they need food, snacks, water, and beer. There has 

to be some sort of dining facility to eat at.  
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The construction supervisor is making around $170,000 salary. He isn’t eating on the worker 

tram that takes the construction workers to the work site and back to the city. The crew of 

workers will need fresh meat, fish, vegetables, and other fresh food. These food vehicles will be 

crossing the desert, equally, with the human waste trucks. The supply trucks that carry the steel 

will be on the same 2 lane desert roadway. Weight of the steel will be an issue because the 

truck carrying the steel will sink in the Trump Border Wall construction worker 2 lane wide 

roadway. If you noticed concrete carrying trucks, they bring mixed concrete to job sites. The tub 

keeps turning to mix and keep the concrete from settling up in the tub. They always wash out 

the tub after delivery. When concrete stops mixing it will set up. In the desert, concrete will set 

up faster. You can’t drive a full cement truck 100 miles to a job site. The concrete will have to be 

mixed and pumped at the job site to set the steel columns. That would mean more water trucks 

to bring water to the site to mix the concrete at the point of setting the steel columns. The job 

sites will need water trucks to spray the area to keep the dust down. There are trucks at job 

sites that spray water on the ground to keep the dust down. You have to truck in the concrete 

mix and a huge concrete mixer to the job sites. I don’t know if that is possible. It would depend 

on the size of the huge mixer. When you set a steel column the concrete must be poured in a 

steady continuous pour. Wet concrete adheres to wet concrete. I don’t know what the strength 

requirement of concrete would be for steel columns of that height. That mix of concrete needs to 

be tested. That will require an onsite government inspector. He needs his own trailer.  

The employees will be paid higher wagers because they are government union workers, and 

they have to be away from home for a month at a time. To continue this construction, the 

second city must be in place to move all the employees, or the second set of employees, 60 

miles across the desert. The disassembling, relocation, and reconstruction of the city would take 

too long. This would hold up construction. Because of the medical facility, the sewer and water 

system hookups, and other miscellaneous moving, I would think the mobile city could be moved 

60 miles to the next location within 13 to 16 days. That would depend on what the landscape is 

like 60 miles across the desert.  

 

There’s more to this massive project. There are unknown obstacles in the desert and unknown 

items that would hold up construction. All of the delivery vehicles would need extra-large gas 

tanks to make the 300-to-900-mile round trip to the job site and back to the human waste 

facility, or the water, or food place. The gas for the machinery and the worker tram would need a 

hazmat delivery. That is for the first 150 miles. Who is going out 300 miles in the middle of the 

desert to check on the construction? The crew is in the middle of nowhere with the supervisor 

drinking whiskey and smoking pot. If the construction of the first 100 miles takes more time than 

expected, who is going to see what the problem is? If there is a problem, who can judge 

whether it is legitimate? One rule about construction, it will always be more than figured.  

The time, the cost, the mistakes. When you are figuring a massive undertaking across the 

unknown, the overages are impossible to know. This is the first 60 miles. Donald Trump wants 

to do this across 600 miles. He recently said the wall would be completed in 4 weeks. I’ve been 

in construction for 50 years and I don’t know if this 300 quazillion dollar project can be 

accomplished in the next 500 years.  

 

There are other things needed. A snack place, a convenience store. I’m not sure how a 

communication system would work. If you can get mobile service or internet service in the 

middle of desert sand. 
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Manhattan project, a city was built in New Mexico for the people working on this 4-year project, 

in one place. They traveled by tram to the work site.  

 

Hoover Dam, 10 years at the Colorado River, Bolder Colorado was built to house the workers. 

The tram took the workers to the job site. From one city to one location.  

 

Panama Canal, 10 years, 57 miles.  

 

These projects were built for a purpose. The city in New Mexico is still standing. The Dam and 

canal are still operating and has proven to be worth the money.  

 

Trump Border wall, 500 trillion dollars, 500 years, 500 billion dollars in extras for what? The next 

section will answer that. 

 

This is the Trump Border Wall. The conservative President of law and order took tax payer 

money, without congressional approval, to start a project that is ridiculous. The Trump Border 

Wall. Let this be written in history. President Donald Trump spent tax dollars on a colossal 

waste of time and money. Point, the real conservative Donald Trump won’t be spending Trump 

personal money on this historic waste of tax payer dollars. Donald Trump owes the United 

States tax payers all the money he tossed in the desert.  

The only person that lost when the Trump Border Wall was stopped is the guy that received the 

lucrative government contract to build it. That guy could have built his own gambling and sex 

city in the middle of the desert and charged extras to President Donald Trump. Trump would 

pay it with US tax dollars because no one will take the day trip and go out in the desert to check 

on the extras. When someone arrives at a location 300 miles from life, how would he know if the 

extras are legitimate?  

 

How many times did President Donald Trump go into the desert to check on this ridiculous 

venture? How much time did he spend in the desert? The Donald Trump Border Wall.  

At one of his rallies he said, “Mexico is paying for the wall”. Even Trump can’t make up an 

excuse for this mess. I want to be involved in the Donald Trump excuse book. It might take 

thousands of pages. It could be in volumes. When he said Mexico is paying for the wall, he also 

said, “It’ll be paid by tolls.” Where? The first thing that came to mind was the scene in Blazing 

Saddles. The guys riding on horseback, to a town, in the middle of the desert. The toll was 10 

cents. The guys had to stop and send someone back to get a bunch of dimes. The Donald 

Trump Border Wall Toll Booth.  

 

Donald Trump talks so people can hear his wisdom. Donald Trump was the President of the 

United States when he said that. President Donald Trump could make decisions with nuclear 

weapons. I did a brief edit of this. I wanted this part as convoluted and stupid as the Donald 

Trump Border Wall Toll Booth is. Trump is historically stupid. Let this be written in history, 

between 2017 and 2021, Donald Trump was the president of the United States of America. That 

will be the United States legacy. We survived 4 years of stupid. 

Trump’s 2017 address to congress:  This (Trump border wall) will be a tremendous boon to our 

already very strongly guarded southern border where, as we speak, a long, tall and very 

powerful wall is being built (applause.) We have now completed over 100 miles, and will have 
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over 500 miles fully completed in a very short period of time. Early next year, we will have 

substantially more than 500 miles completed.  

In 4 years, from 2017 through 2021, 47 miles of wall were completed. People have cut through 

the steel with a common hack saw and climbed over it with a simple ladder. President Donald 

Trump spent $15 billion dollars of tax payer money on the unbuildable, dumbass, project. We 

have to sue him. 

The following is the most important piece we wrote.  

When I wrote the previous border wall part of this, I didn’t realize the following until I started to 

rewrite Madonna’s ‘Borderline’ 

I started to re-craft Madonna’s, ‘Borderline’ lyric to ‘Border Wall’. I needed to change ‘my love 

over the borderline’. (I think that’s the line.) I wrote, ‘I want to push Trump drugs over the border 

wall.’ Then I discovered what Donald Trump was doing. The Trump Border Wall is how Donald 

Trump is running drugs from Mexico into the United States.  

 

Did anyone check to see if the Trump Border Wall has round the clock US Border Patrol agents 

watching the constant truck traffic? Ask the contractor about Trump drugs. Vehicles are the 

main way large amounts of drugs are passed into the States. I thought about the human waste 

truck traffic. Who is going to go through human waste to check for drugs? Even if Trump could 

have dozens of drug agents at the work site, the trucks are traveling miles away. They could 

stop and load up drugs on the road. If that wall is being built, there isn’t a realistic way to stop 

drugs from crossing into the United States from the continuous truck traffic. Drugs are big 

money with organized crime. Trump is rallying to run for election 2024. Trump doesn’t need the 

presidency; he has the party to protect him against criminal charges. Donald Trump needs the 

presidency to have the tax payers to pay for the Trump Border ‘drug smuggling’ Wall.  

Trump didn’t get approval for the money the first time. President Donald Trump took the money 

to build his drug smuggling ring. All Donald Trump wants is money. Trump does what he wants 

to obtain money. For money, Trump killed a cop, and no one is doing anything about it.  

He can’t get in trouble running drugs out of Mexico into Texas. The Trump loyalist governor 

Gregg Abbott, Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton, and Senator Ted Cruz are in Texas. 

There’s no one to stop him. Trump has a Trump loyalist Republican governor in Arizona. And 

Congressman Paul Gosar in Arizona. McCarthy will be the speaker of the House. All he has to 

do is keep telling everybody about Hunter Biden Laptop to divert attention from his drug 

smuggling ring. They are pushing the Trump border wall by telling you about the illegal 

immigration. That gets everyone on the side of the drug smuggler to build the wall and the 

continuous truck traffic for easy transportation. It’s a great plan. People are on the side of the 

drug smuggler without realizing what the Trump border wall is really for. That is, ‘Genius, savvy, 

very smart’. Drug smuggling wall, paid by United States tax payers. I must say that’s brilliant.  

Trump is asking Putin for evidence on the Hunter Biden Laptop. What idiot would believe Putin? 

Giuliani starts the laptop story, Trump and the termite wing media continue it, then the final 

evidence is from Putin? Who would believe any of Hunter Biden laptop saga? I don’t understand 

how anyone would believe this quackery. When Kevin McCarthy is Speaker of the House, he’ll 

have the Republican Congress approve Trump’s multibillion dollar budget to build the wall. 

Trump Border Wall is not to stop people from crossing into the United States. Trump 

Border Wall is to run illegal drugs into United States.  
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Trump doesn’t have to spend any money. Trump will have the United States tax payer’s fund his 

Trump Border Wall for his drug enterprise. All the people around Donald Trump let the spoiled 

rich kid do anything he wants. Then they protect him with Trump excuses. All the people Trump 

supports are in his Washington Mafia. Trump supports people to political office that support 

Trump. That is ‘mob influence’. The mob won’t get busted for drug smuggling. Donald Trump 

hasn’t been charged with the murder of a cop. All the criminals he pardoned, Bannon, Manafort, 

Mike Flynn, Roger Stone, are in the Donald Trump circle of criminals. Kevin McCarthy will fill the 

house with Trump loyalist Republicans. To maintain their seats in the Senate, the Republicans 

need the support of the Washington Mafia boss, Donald Trump. The Senate is Josh Hawley, 

Ted Cruz, Lindsay Graham, Mitch McConnell, Ron Johnson, and other well-known Trump 

loyalist. Trump has Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas’s wife on his side.  

 

The kind of money generated from the Trump organized crime drug ring will be enormous. The 

drug dealers will have to run discount sales. There may be sales now. Trump has had his drug 

flowing operation going for 4 years and 47 miles. When Trump begins a second term, there will 

be so much cocaine flowing, the supply and demand factor will drop the price. JFK’s father, Joe 

Kennedy ran liquor from Canada. He got wealthy enough to open a bank. Al Capone ran the city 

of Chicago with his alcohol ring. Al Capone was a mobster, just like Donald Trump. But Trump 

has politicians in his pocket without paying them. Trump is the politician. His mobsters pay him. 

Lindsay Graham gave Trump $500,000 to contest the election. That was the attempt to put 

Trump back in the presidency and keep the country paying for Trump’s wall for drugs. Senator 

Lindsay Graham is making money off of Donald Trump’s cocaine empire. With the kind of 

money Donald Trump will make from his drug ring, it’s endless what he can do. There is no one 

to stop him. The criminal Republican legislators are all on his side. Graham, Hawley, and Cruz 

are the ones that are confirming Jackson. All the other judges will be confirmed by Donald 

Trump loyalist. Donald Trump will be the Vladimir Putin of the United States. When Trump fired 

all the White House Inspector Generals, I couldn’t figure out what that was all about. Why would 

Trump, who is so brazen with his crimes, fire White House Inspector Generals? Trump was 

setting up his drug ring. You can’t buy a federal judge. Trump doesn’t need to buy the judge. 

Trump has his Washington Mafia legislators to confirm judges who won’t investigate Donald 

Trump for any crime. They are doing this now, with Ketanji Brown Jackson. March Madness 

2022, the same legislators that broke law to protect Donald Trump, are the ones that are 

confirming Jackson.  

 

March 2022, Trump said if elected he would fire any executive branch employee. “We will pass 

critical reforms making every executive branch employee fireable by the president of the United 

States,” he said. “The deep state must and will be brought to heel. It’s already happening.”  

 

With the Inspector Generals, federal branch employees, the congress, the senate, the FBI 

director, and the Supreme Court justices, Donald Trump will have the perfect criminal 

organization. The FBI isn’t paying attention to this? You can’t not notice that the United States 

government will be owned by the Trump Organized Crime Family, The Washington Mafia.  

If Donald Trump gets elected in 2024, Trump will have the biggest crime organization 

forever. The money generated from his drug smuggling will keep him in the permanent position 

of what he wants, to be rich and King. Trump will have the power of Putin. Trump will be rich like 

his hero, Vladimir Putin. We will have a communist, dictator, Dumb Political Leader running our 

country. Trump has Putin Power! 
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This will be worse than you think. The wisdom of Donald Trump, running our herd mentality, 

30,000 stocks, telling us to bleach our lungs, and to hate that 16-year-old girl. His correct weight 

verified by a Genius Trump supporter. 

  
Come buy my ‘Trump Pure Blend’ coke. Texas Senator Ted Cruz uses my coke. He’s good. 

Buy a key load online at mypillow.coke. Or you can come into most establishments in 

Washington D. C. We have more than enough blow in stock. The new ‘2022 Trump Pure Blend’. 

Buy today and get 15% off. Also, we have weekly and monthly delivery for the active addict. 

Donald, can I have the advertising job? You cock-a-roach. 

 

President Donald Trump killed Brian Sicknick and Ashli Babbitt to run his drug cartel. That’s 

murder. Washington D.C. law enforcement must charge and arrest the Capitol Killer 12 and the 

leader of the Washington Mafia with all the crimes on Jan 6th, 2021. If you don’t arrest and indict 

these criminals, Donald Trump will do exactly what I wrote. You will have given the spoiled rich 

kid the right to commit endless crimes and murders. Trump pardoned the major criminals, Steve 

Bannon, X General Mike Flynn, Roger Stone, Paul Manafort. Our law must not give Trump the 

authority to have more major criminals working off of tax payer funds. 

The voters of this nation need to read this. I have written factual statements that will prove what 

happened before, what is happening now, and what will happen.  

The voters of this nation need to vote out all of the Senators and Congress people that did not 

hold the President of the United States accountable for the crimes on Jan 6th, 2021. What 

happened on the 6th, is a Saddam Hussain event. This is the United States. The voters need to 

recognize the legislators who are the Trump loyalist. They are ‘mobsters’. They have to be 

voted out. The president of the United States has no right to incite crimes on our legitimate 

legislators. When President Donald Trump directed the people to attack Congress, Trump was 

no longer President. President Donald Trump went from President to lawless criminal.  

Washington D.C. law enforcement must charge him now for the crimes on Jan 6th. The Capitol 

Killer 12 must be arrested for the crimes they directed people to do. This is our United States 

law.  

 

Washington D.C. law enforcement must have justice for Officer Brian Sicknick. We must have 

justice for Air Force Veteran Ashli Babbitt. Brian and Ashli were great Americans. Ashli served 

our country. Brian served our country. Donald Trump had them killed to produce his drug 

smuggling organization. It will be very hard to prove which legislators are involved with the 

Trump Border Wall drug smuggling ring. Who is going to confess to drug smuggling? Trump’s 

loyalist won’t appear for the Jan 6th committee. And if they do, they won’t answer questions. But 

I would believe, because of their close association to Donald Trump, the legislators that are 

directly involved in Trump’s drug cartel are: South Carolina Senator Lindsey Graham, Graham 

gave Trump $500,000 to stay in office, California Congressman Kevin McCarthy, Kevin is 

definitely involved with everything with Trump. McCarthy has plans to beat up a girl, Liz Cheney, 

for Trump. McCarthy is part of the Trump drug smuggling operation. Texas Attorney General 

Ken Paxton, Ken is in Texas. Ken knows drug smuggling. Ken is part of the Capitol Killer 12. 

Texas Governor Gregg Abbott. Gregg is turning his ‘red’ state ‘white with blow’. Texas Senator 

Ted Cruz, Ted talks and lies on everything he says. Ted Cruz will only say favorable things 

about Donald Trump. Ted will defend Trump at any level. Trump talked bad about Ted’s wife. 

Ted is from Texas, the state where Trump drugs are going to.  
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Senator Ron Johnson is the Canadian connection. Johnson will set up drug cartels into Canada. 

Trump doesn’t need a Minnesota connection. Trump is counting on Mike Lindell to divert 

attention from law enforcement. Maybe we should ignore this for a while. I’d like to see how 

Mike Lindell will screw up the Canadian Drug trade. Mike is highly religious and an x addict. 

Mike knows how to traffic local drugs. That would be a good reason why he’s in the ‘stolen 

election’ ring. Mike Lindell is actively promoting the stolen election fiction. No one believes Mike, 

but Mike. Mike would be a good person to talk to on this drug trafficking. You don’t have to 

question Mike, watch him. Talk to the people he’s in contact with.  

 

There is only one reason to build the Trump Border Wall, to smuggle drugs from Mexico 

into Texas. Donald Trump makes lots of money so he can have Putin Power. 

 

One reason why these crimes are hard to prove is, no one will speak with the Jan 6th 

commission. Peter Navaro and Dan Scavino are involved with the drug smuggling that’s why 

they won’t talk to the commission. If there were no crimes, everyone would talk. All the Trump 

loyalists know that there were crimes. Who committed crimes? If no crimes were committed by 

Trump or the politicians, they would talk about it. The same people who won’t speak with the 

commission, talk all the time to the press. That is the evidence that they know Trump is 

responsible for crimes. They boast about what Trump does in public. But they won’t talk to the 

commission. They are lying in public. 

 

I am an electrician from southern California. I figured this out. Now everyone knows the 

simplicity of the Trump Border Wall drug smuggling. The Senators and Congress people who 

are Trump loyalist definitely know about the drug wall. If they don’t know they are totally stupid 

morons who must not be in a position of authority. They all know. There are too many people in 

the Trump Organized Crime Family to not know. They’re not stupid. Donald Trump loyalist are 

all involved with this huge drug smuggling operation. Please go to the polls with the knowledge 

of who the Trump loyalist are and vote for the person who will defeat them. If it’s the democrat, 

vote for him, or her.  

 

The real Grand Old Party candidates are Republican Liz Cheney, Adam Kinzinger, and any 

other Congress person who voted for impeachment. Reelect Adam Kinzinger, Liz Cheney, and 

any other Republican legislators that voted to impeach President Donald Trump. They are the 

honest politicians. The Republican Senators to vote for are the Senators who voted to hold 

President Donald Trump accountable for his crimes. Senator Mitt Romney is a good guy. Vote 

for Mitt. Vote against the head Republican Senator Mitch McConnell. He’s a king drug smuggler. 

Mitch won’t confess to drug smuggling. He does what all the other Trump loyalist do, they don’t 

talk truth to the commission. They run away like Kevin chicken-ass McCarthy does. Vote the 

chicken ass out of the country. You have a choice to vote against the drug smuggler. You have 

a choice to vote for Brian Sicknick and Ashli Babbitt. They lost their lives to stop this crime. 

Stand by our brother Brian Sicknick. Stand by our sister Ashli Babbitt. Stand together against 

the Trump organized criminal empire. The Capitol gatherers went to the Capitol on Jan 6th to 

stop political corruption. Go vote at the polls to complete your efforts.  

 

Vote for the candidate that has the best chance to defeat the Trump loyalists, or vote 

against the Trump backed candidate. They are mobster drug smugglers. 
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The Termite Wing Media is involved with the drug smuggling. They avert your attention with 

Hunter Biden laptop. They avert your attention with Hilary Clinton. They divert your attention 

with anything Joe Biden does. They avert your attention with the past Obama presidency. They 

demand that you hate Joe Biden. They brought up Hillary Clinton to avert the attention of 

Trump’s drug smuggling. The Termite Wing Media tells you all other news is Fake News. To 

keeps your attention on them. Then they push inflated hate on everybody that disagrees with 

Donald Trump. How are they going to respond to exposing the Donald Trump Border Wall drug 

smuggling?  

 

Look at the entire picture before making a decision. Trump is the rich spoiled kid that makes 

continuous false statements then tries to correct them by making more false statements to 

protect himself. Donald Trump and Sean Hannity are best friends. Hannity has to be involved 

with the drug smuggling.  Donald Trump is on the telephone all the time like a teenage girl. 

Donald Trump has long conversations with Sean Hannity.  

 

You don’t have to watch Fox News. Take time for yourself. Go golfing. I’ll tell you what’s in the 

Fox News broadcast. Fox News blames Joe Biden for everything bad. Inflated gas prices, 

blame Joe. Inflated tampon prices, blame Joe. Increase crime, blame Joe. Increased weight, it’s 

because of Biden. Soup’s too hot. Winter is cold, its Joe’s fault. Tom Brady left football, blame 

Joe. If you get fat, it’s because of Joe Biden. If you get short, because of Biden. If you 

spontaneously combust, blame Joe. Your husband’s erectile dysfunction, its Joe’s fault. If you 

miss that putt, blame Joe. Biden has dementia. Biden has dimension. Biden is the 5th 

Dimension. Biden is Aquarius. Biden is spontaneous.  Biden is delirious. The invasion of 

Ukraine was because of Joe Biden. Donald Trump said the invasion of Ukraine would not have 

happened if he were president. Trump doesn’t have time to stop the invasion. Trump, McCarthy, 

and Graham are busy counting drug profits.  

Maddison Cawthorn said he was invited to Republican cocaine, orgy parties. Where did the 

cocaine come from? I believe him. Because the Republican Party silenced him immediately. 

They haven’t silenced Greene, Boebert, Gaetz or any of the many other immature Republican 

Congress people. Cawthorn was invited to a cocaine orgy. I say that’s pretty good for a 

freshman congressman. You’re 26 years young. If the females are your age, attend your 

Republican Party drug party. The coke is probably straight from the Trump Border Wall. The 

coke party is like a Tupperware party. It’s advertisement for Donald J. Trump’s 2022 pure blend. 

Trump needs more congressman dealers to distribute nationally. Don’t deal now. After the Wall 

construction starts up again, the price will come down.  

 

Tax payer delivery politicians to deliver ‘blow’ throughout North America. Indeed. Donald Trump 

leadership will be super rich off of the United States tax payers. Taxes pay for the trafficking into 

North America from the trucks at the tax payer border wall. We pay Trump loyalist politicians to 

deliver the blow throughout North America. Savvy. 

 

Start your investigation with Maddison Cawthorn. Who invited you to the cocaine parties? Who 

had the coke? Trace the coke? The congress person bought the coke from someone. Kevin 

McCarthy silenced Cawthorn. What other politicians wanted to silence Cawthorn? Get police 

protection around Cawthorn now. He can plea bargain out some of the Capitol Killer 12 charges.  
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America’s biggest drug smuggling ring can be traced to the head smuggler through 

Congressman Maddison Cawthorn. Drug smugglers like Donald Trump are prone to mistakes, 

like having a cocaine party to advertise the ‘2022 Trump pure blend’ coke. 

April 6, 2022 news article on this topic: 

Kevin McCarthy’s recent showdown with Rep. Madison Cawthorn (R-N.C.) has revealed the 
House minority leader's clear red line in punishing members: whether the entire conference — 
especially those on the far-right — has his back. 

Why it matters: McCarthy's forthright and public condemnation of Cawthorn — after lesser 
actions against Reps. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-Ga.), Paul Gosar (R-Ariz.) and Lauren Boebert 
(R-Colo.) — offers a glimpse into how he'd lead the party as House speaker. 

• McCarthy's willing to take risks when he knows he has political cover from the most outspoken 
House Republican members. 

• He backtracked, for example, when he got blowback for criticizing former President Trump over 
the Jan. 6 Capitol insurrection. 

• A McCarthy spokesman declined comment. 

Behind the scenes: Rather than keep his tense, closed-door conversation with Cawthorn 
private — as he's done with past controversies — McCarthy blasted the 26-year-old 
member both privately and publicly and left open the opportunity to take future action against 
him. 

• He took the more aggressive approach only after it was clear the majority of his members not 
only welcomed such a move, but demanded it. 

• The strategy is in line with McCarthy's innate attempts to make everyone in his conference 
happy — something that's burned him in the past. 

What we're hearing: McCarthy felt emboldened to take a hardline approach with Cawthorn 
after members aired their grievances during two tense meetings, sources familiar with his 
decision tell Axios. 

• Multiple conservative members slammed Cawthorn during a House Freedom Caucus (HFC) 
meeting last Monday for claiming his Republican colleagues have done cocaine and invited him 
to orgies. 

• Several other House GOP members then demanded action during a full conference meeting 
last Tuesday. 

There is so much evidence here. Congressman Kevin McCarthy is the drug king pin. All the 
republicans want to silence Maddison Cawthorn because he’s talking about drugs. This will end 
the political witch hunt. We found you, cock-a-roach. 

April 6, 2022, Texas Governor Gregg Abbott is continuing the border wall and asking for 
donations from people to build it. Will he share the profits with the investors? What’s the IPO? 
Abbott is the Washington Mafia main man in Texas. Don’t invest in this. Donald Trump won’t 
give dividends. Texas Governor Gregg Abbott knows that the Border Wall doesn’t keep people 
from crossing into the United States. People have climbed over the wall with a ladder. 
People have cut the steel with a hack saw blade. He definitely knows this.  
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I read the border wall information from the internet. The only thing the border wall is good for 
is to smuggle drugs via tax payer dollars. Gregg Abbott needs people to pay for the border wall 
to smuggle drugs via the wall construction truck traffic. Abbott is moving drugs from Mexico into 
the State of Texas. George Bush lives in Texas. The Houston Astros, the Texas Rangers, 
Dallas Cowboys, the Texans, San Antonio Spurs, Houston Rockets, and Mark Cubans’ Dallas 
Mavericks. Texas Longhorns, Texas Christian University, Baylor University. There are 38 
electoral votes in Texas. Texas is a Trump state. Texas Senator Ted Cruz is in the Washington 
Mafia. Texas AG Ken Paxton is from the Capitol Killer 12 and the Washington Mafia.  
 
Since when has the Border Wall been such an issue, that Abbott is sending migrants to 

Washington DC in vans? For years no one said anything about a border wall. Now it’s a number 

1 issue with the Washington Mafia. They need tax dollars to use the truck traffic to smuggle 

drugs. Don’t let Abbott fool you with the real ‘big lie’. The Washington Mafia will use tax payers 

to pay for the Trump Border Wall Drug Smuggling operation. They can run drugs now. But 

having tax payer dollars to pay for the operation would be better. Don’t you think?  

They can lie about it. Everyone in the Washington Mafia lies anyway. Trump loyalist won’t tell 

the truth on anything. This is fact. The Trump Border Wall is only for smuggling large amounts of 

drugs from Mexico into Texas via the border wall construction truck traffic. That’s the only thing 

the wall construction could do.  

 

Matt Gaetz wanted Trump to be speaker of the House. Trump knocked that idea down. Trump 

won’t step over McCarthy. Trump has McCarthy leading the congress already. One branch of 

government Trump needs. Gaetz is desperately trying to avert attention away from his sex 

trafficking charge. Arrest Gaetz on his sex trafficking charge. Give him a plea bargain with 2 

years in jail and 20 years probation. Add a penalty that Gaetz can’t be anywhere near any 

political person or government institution for 20 years. And no pension. That’s the only penalty 

he’s going to receive anyway. Get this kid out of Washington D.C. Matt Gaetz should not be 

involved in writing legislation for the United States. Gaetz shouldn’t be anywhere near 

Congress. Gaetz can run for neighborhood crime watch captain. I’ll help count the rigged 

election votes. 

The other people that absolutely are in the drug smuggling are Steve Miller, Mark Meadows, 

Pete Navaro, Dan Scavino, and the 2 Trump Princes. Ginny Thomas, wife of a Supreme Court 

Justice, is involved with drug smuggling?  Is Clarence Thomas involved with drug smuggling 

too? This is the major corruption that Donald Trump is embarking on. Donald Trump destroyed 

the entire Republican Party. I was wrong about him. I thought he was the dumbest person to 

hold the presidency. If he doesn’t get charged, arrested, indicted, and imprisoned on 2 counts of 

murder, he will be ‘very smart’, ‘a genius’ and ‘savvy’. 

Correction: I wrote Fox News will falsely blame Joe Biden for your husband’s erectile 

dysfunction. My bad. Actually if your husband is having trouble during intimacy, he could be 

thinking of Joe Biden. Joe Biden would be to blame. Your husband shouldn’t have images of 

Joe when you’re naked. Okay Hannity, I’ll give you that one. But I did gain 8 pounds writing this. 

Can I blame Joe? No, I can’t? oh, okay, then… Pardon Me, while I burst into flames. (I like 

Incubus) 

April 6, 2022, Trump loyalist are trying to get Governor Abbott to move the federal police away 

from the border and get Texas police to patrol the border. That leaves the Washington Mafia in 

control of the Texas border. Next is the Arizona border.  
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The Washington Mafia want to move the United States Border Patrol away from the Trump drug 

smuggling. Then only the Washington Mafia is watching the flow of Trump drugs. Keep the 

business running until Trump gets his politicians in any political office. Keep the attention on the 

illegal immigrants. That will put the Texas AG, Senator, and Governor, criminals to watch the 

incoming drugs. Only Trump drugs will cross into Texas.  

Arizona’s 4th district. Replace Paul Gosar with whoever has the best chance to defeat him. 

Sara Palin, if you get elected to congress, Trump will put you on his Russian drug connection. 

You’ll have to obey the Washington Mafia, or else you’ll be on the THK list without any 

protection. Trump owns the Senate, the Congress, the inspector generals, and the judges 

without paying them.  

It’s time to confirm Ketanji Brown Jackson. She was investigated by the Washington Mafia. 

They would not approve her. If the Washington Mafia crime family disapproves of her, she is the 

perfect person for the job. The people who are disapproving her are the people who are drug 

smugglers. Why would they not confirm her? They can’t get her to ignore their drug smuggling 

operation. Clarence Thomas has to leave the Supreme Court. Amy Barrett should voluntarily 

leave. Amy was confirmed when the drug smuggler was in office. All other judges throughout 

the country that were appointed by President Donald Trump should leave their post. We’ll give 

you 1 year severance pay. Sorry, you were appointed by the biggest criminal in the United 

States. If you understand law, you should look at your appointment by the criminal as an illegal 

appointment. A Drug Smuggling Criminal President of the United States hasn’t happened 

before. We’re not going to ignore it like it didn’t happen. We have to adjust to the Washington 

Mafia until we terminate them. This will be in history books forever. So will how we handle this. 

We were not granted the smooth transition of power in 2021. The cop killer was President on 

Jan 6th 2021. We can get through this horror of American politics smoothly, and legally.  

I wrote the above before April 7, 2022. We are lucky that we had senators that are not in the 

Washington Mafia. There are Republican Senators that are honest and lawful. Our country 

appreciates you. 

 

No pensions will be given to anyone connected with the Capitol Killer 12, the Washington Mafia, 

or the Trumps. Your crimes will not be rewarded. Including, Andrew Giuliani, son of Rudy 

Giuliani. Andrew worked in the White House under Trump. I don’t know what his job title was. 

Andrew Giuliani shall not receive any money from the United States.  

If either party says that this drug smuggling is not true, they’re lying. If anyone says that there’s 

no proof of Trump’s drug smuggling, they’re lying. No politician will admit to drug smuggling. We 

watched the violence on Jan 6th, Trump didn’t get charged with a crime. They wouldn’t charge 

Trump for the crimes we saw. They attempted to cover it up. They’re still going over paperwork 

on the assault on democracy thing. Trump is running a campaign to get the United States tax 

payer’s pay for his drug smuggling border wall. Trump took money without Congress approval in 

2017. Trump can steal another 15 billion to start his wall? But to continue through the decade 

and beyond, he needs financial congressional approval. 

Trump said he deserves a 3rd term. Donald Trump doesn’t know about our 22nd amendment. 

Trump endorsements have to be viewed as ‘mobster influence’. Because Trump is an organized 

crime leader. Look at the entire picture. Judge for yourself.  
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You won’t get any politician to admit to this. Brian Sicknick was law enforcement. Law 

enforcement has to stand by Brian’s murder. Ashli Babbitt was military. United States military 

has to stand by Ashli’s death. No politician can cover this drug smuggling operation up. All the 

politicians tied to this massive crime shall be held accountable for smuggling drugs and 

conspiracy to commit murder on our sister Ashli Babbitt, and brother, Brian Sicknick. The crimes 

at the Capitol are directly related to Donald Trump’s drug smuggling operation. No Trump 

excuses can correct these Donald Trump crimes.  

If Trump doesn’t run for President. It won’t matter. A Trump backed candidate will result in the 

same criminal. That is the same at any political position. Any politician backed by Donald Trump 

is a member of Trump’s organized crime family. 

Ashli Babbitt and Brian Sicknick are the hero’s that stopped the drug smuggling operation 

started by our X President and his legislators. Ashli and Brian gave their lives for this country. 

Statues shall be made to honor these United States heroes. 

You have to find the lost phone conversations. Ohio Congressman Jim Jordan wouldn’t say he 

was talking with President Donald Trump. He was. Why would Jordan lie about talking with the 

President? Talking with the president, your friend, is something anyone would brag about.  Jim 

Jordan is in the Washington Mafia. The Jan 6th phone conversations are very important. Who 

was on the phone, and their location is important, trace the phone conversations. Trace the 

caller locations while they were on the phone with President Donald Trump.  

 

Here’s the Borderline rewrite:  

’Borderwall, now the Trumps are losing their balls.  

Now they can’t keep pushing Trump drugs over the Borderwall.  

Borderwall Trump crimes are going to fall.   

When Trump fails to push his cocaine over the borderwall.  

Borderwall the Trump’s lose control of their bowels,   

as McCarthy, Graham, and Ted Cruz stand under the Borderwall.’ 

I’ll write the whole song. The Washington Mafia would love it. My bad, won’t love it.  

 

This will be recorded by the Republican Dumb Political Leadership Party.  

The original version belongs to Madonna. 

 

After Donald Trump gets in prison for 2 counts of murder, here is a phone conversation with 

Donald and Melania that you won’t need to trace. 

 

Adele’s song, ‘Hello’ after Trump’s incarceration.  

Put Donald Trump in a prison jump suit. He’s calling Melania. Donald sings the first part, ‘Hello 

from the other side…I was California dreaming. (The background sign says, San Quinten). 

When I call you, you never seem to be home.’ Melania is listening on the voice recorder. As 

soon as Donald Trump gets off the phone, Melania calls back, ‘Hello from the outside… at least 

I can say that I tried’ (sarcastically). Prisoner Donald Trump sings, “Both of us are running out of 

time”. Nope. Donald, you’re just starting your time. It’s a good song, for us, on the outside.  

 

To the fantastic woman made from sugar and spice and everything nice, Adele, ‘you had me at 

Hello’. 
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April 15, 2022, Tax Day; 

Texas governor Gregg Abbott is busing Mexican people to Washington D.C. to get attention for 

funding for a border wall. Abbott is getting donations to build a Wall.  

 

I checked the internet for today’s news. The article about the border wall came up with Trump 

bragging about the Wall being “impenachable.” My spellcheck couldn’t figure out this new 

Trump vernacular. While Trump is glorifying his ridiculous mess, the real information about his 

drug wall is on. The wall is being sawed through with regular saw blades and people have 

climbed over it with a regular ladder. Trump saying, “you need to be a pole vaulter to get over 

it”.  I’m laughing about it, but it is somewhat serious. Abbott needs a backup plan to secure tax 

payer money to build a phony wall. This is obvious, the information is all over the internet. The 

wall will not do anything to stop immigration. But Abbott needs funding from the tax payer to 

build what? The Trump drug wall.  

 

Also on the internet is Former Acting ICE Director Tom Hoffman. Tom is on a Fox show called 

“America Reports” Tom is bragging about Abbott sending immigrants to Washington D. C. This 

coke head says, “Fox News is the only one covering this crisis. A lot of people don’t think there 

is a crisis at the border because the other networks are not talking about it.” He blames Biden. 

Then he says, “I think bussing is a good move. (What?) I would rather they (immigrants) be 

released in secretary Mayorka’s neighborhood or Joe Biden’s neighborhood. Release them on 
Capitol Hill that makes sense because Congress hasn’t done a damn thing to secure the border. 

I applaud Governor Abbott. (Because Abbott has a bus driver?) He’s done more to bring this 

crisis to noteworthy news than this administration has. He should be secretary of Homeland 

Security. He’s done more than Mayorkas has done to secure the border.”  

 

Gregg Abbott Homeland Security? Yeah, give Abbott the job. It will be so easy collecting and 

labeling all the categories for ‘Trump’s 2022 pure blend blow’. After 100 border years, Abbott is 

the one guy bringing out the border news. And now ‘it’s a crisis.’ Tom Hoffman is a real person. 

Tom will convey to you what he says the border wall is for. Tom is gassing up people with a 

falsehoods about what the border wall is. This is a Trump backup plan to get the Biden 

Administration and Congress to get funding for the Trump border wall smuggling operation. Tom 

needs people to back up the efforts of the Republican Party when the 100-billion-dollar budget 

is proposed for Trump’s “impenachable” wall.  

 

What a bunch of misfits. You have to watch this Tom Hoffman. I present to you enough 

evidence about the Donald Trump drug empire. You judge for yourself. Tom wants Gregg 

Abbott to run Homeland Security? Gregg is already making deals with the Mexican governors to 

handle the border. What a racket. The public has to see this. I’m having a ball with this ‘Laurel 

and Hardy Comedy’ act. At the Tony Awards, Robert DeNiro said, “Fuck Trump” At first, I didn’t 

understand. I realized Robert was speaking to Donald Trump’s cell mate. I now have a mental 

image that I don’t want. 

 

Donald Trump is a graduate of ‘Wharton School of the University’. This is great 

advertisement for this fine Ivy League College. Wharton is a private Ivy League research 

university in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This should be investigated. Did Donald Trump attend 

class? Or does Donald Trump have dementia? Or both? This school might have ballots in a 

river. And cocaine in the locker rooms? 
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

I’m trying to figure out why Republican Senator Rand Paul from Mars put Doctor Anthony 

Fauci on the THK list. The ‘Trump Hate Klan’ list people who don’t agree with Donald Trump. 

Doctor Anthony Fauci hasn’t said whether he agrees with Trump or not. Rand Paul you’re not 

following Trump Hate Klan protocol.  

 

While I’m working on this, arrest Rand Paul on conspiracy to assault Fauci. There’s been many 

threats on our doctor. These threats on Fauci’s life are hampering his efforts to protect United 

States citizens. Doctor Anthony Fauci shall not be interfered with, while protecting United States 

citizens. Rand Paul is the reason Fauci is getting threatened. This is the same type of 

conspiracy as the attempted kidnapping crime on Governor Gretchen Whitmer. Rand Paul 

spends all his time trying to discredit our United States employee, Anthony Fauci. Senator Rand 

Paul is a Trump loyalist. Vote him out of office.  

 

The FBI must figure out what Rand Paul’s role is in Trump’s drug smuggling ring. Does the 

National Institute of Disease Prevention report statistics on increased cocaine use? Did Trump’s 

border drug smuggling take a hit when the pandemic arrived? Why did President Trump want to 

ignore the virus? The virus must have slowed the drug trafficking? With the virus gone, business 

will increase? Drugs and medical advice, there has to be a connection. Why would a senator 

from outer space spend all his time trying to discredit our United States doctor? We know 

Donald Trump doesn’t want Doctor Fauci in the NIH. Donald Trump has rallies to fire doctor 

Anthony Fauci. Rand Paul and Donald Trump are allies. It would make sense to know that Rand 

Paul is a drug smuggler.  

 

Rand Paul’s dad, Ron Paul, was a 4-time presidential candidate. Rand Paul keeps close with 

the drug smuggler Donald Trump. Senator Rand Paul, Randy Newman wrote a song about you, 

“Short People got no reason to live. They have little fingers with little rings. In their pants they 

have little ding-a-lings.” Arrest this little prick on conspiring to assault our United States 

employee, Anthony Fauci. Look at Rand Paul’s eyes. He seems to be high, all the time. Trump’s 

2022 Pure Blend? 

 

South Dakota Governor Kristie Noem said, “Doctor Anthony Fauci is wrong a lot.” This 

woman is either stupid or associated with the Washington Mafia drug smuggling ring.  

She said 7 months after Biden took office, “Joe Biden is destroying this country. Did you see 

what’s going on at the border?” No, but you have knowledge of the border. “Biden is destroying 

the country?” I immediately pictured Godzilla crushing buildings through New York City. I’m a 

visual person. Connecting Biden with the border was stupid. You talk bad about Biden, and you 

draw attention to the drug smuggling. Or you have no idea what you’re saying when attempting 

to tear down President Joe Biden? That along with the doctor Anthony Fauci statement proves 

your ignorance or knowledge of drug deals. If you don’t produce medical factual evidence of 

Fauci being “wrong a lot”, you will be sued by every parent in this nation for endangering 

children with your knowledge of our United States doctor’s wrong advice. If he’s wrong, you 

have to give that information to the Nation. It must be verified by medical doctors in the 

Infectious disease field. There must be “lot wrong” with the medical information Anthony Fauci 

has given us. If you can’t supply that information, I will sue you for endangering me.  
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You did connect yourself with the drug smuggling operation. Give us all you know about the 

Trump Border Wall cocaine smuggling, and I won’t bother with my law suit. You must have 

knowledge of the drugs. You know about Biden destroying our country at the border. If you’re 

that close to the border, you would have to know about the drugs. Everyone else close to Trump 

knows, and is involved. Are you involved with drug smuggling, too? Because if you are, we’ll 

give you a plea bargain when you tell the FBI all you know. Unless you’re lying about everything 

you say. Can you back up the Fauci “wrong” statement? Can you back up the “Joe Biden is 

destroying the country” statement? If you know about Biden destroying the country by the 

border, tell us what you know. And how you obtained that information. You are a United States 

Governor. Tell the Nation what you know, and how you know it. If you don’t tell us what you 

know, you will be held in contempt. This is a serious criminal investigation involving major 

narcotic trafficking in our country.  

 

Kristie Noem is the Governor of our great state of South Dakota. Kristie Noem must reveal the 

information she has obtained. All parents in the country should obtain law suits against Kristie 

Noem, unless she releases all of doctor Anthony Fauci’s wrong information that she knows 

about. 

 

Jen Psaki, if someone is acting like a child at your press conference, have assigned seating. 

It’s covid time. The assigned seating for the children should be in a playpen format. Complete 

with paper blocks, and colorful objects above on a rotating wheel. The arm of the armchair 

should have a stocked baby bottle. The child should have his own microphone in the shape of a 

baby rattle. Jen, at your press conference, dress the child’s environment, build back 

better. 

 

Pence is starting his run at the 2024 presidency. Pence waited 13 months before he sided 

against his partner who tried to kill him. Even then, it was weak. Pence thinks he is going to 

walk into the hearts of the United States voters. It’s a gamble. The Republican DPL Party should 

think about funding his campaign. Nikki Haley doesn’t like Republicans attacking Republicans. 

Unless it’s Donald Trump attacking Republicans. Nikki Haley might run for President of the 

United States of America. The 2024 Republican primary should be a bigger comedy than all the 

3 stooges shows put together, with the same characters. To get the endorsement of anyone, 

Pence would have had to come out of the White House around 12 noon on January 7th, hair 

messed, sweating, with yellow coloring on his hands and shoes. The White House maintenance 

man would be outside as Pence is storming to his car.  

He tells the maintenance man, “I’ll be right back. I’m going to the paint store. I’m remodeling the 

president with 2 gallons of yellow paint.”  

Maintenance man, “I have some paint brushes in the shed and a broom to clean up”.  

Pence “That’s okay. I found the political witch broom. I snapped it off in his ass. I’ll use his 

fucking hair to paint, then put it back on his bald head.” That’s how Pence would get the 

republican nomination. To add some color to the scene, we can have ‘Family Guys’ Consuela 

say to Pence as he drives away, “I need to clean. I need Lemon Pledge.”  

I’m a fan of Consuela. Me, a fan of Pence? “No. No.”   

Mike Pence, you can get my vote if you have Donald Trump charged, arrested, and indicted for 

Trump’s attempted assassination of you. And sue him for billions, after the Sicknick and the 

Babbitt families sue Donald Trump and the Capitol Killer 12. 
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A short time after the Capitol Chaos, the screen actors’ guild, SAG, cancelled Donald Trump’s 

card because of the Capitol Chaos. I find that weird. Trump should have received an honorary 

lifetime achievement award from the SAG. Trump faked a presidency for 4 years. Everything he 

did was wrong. The entire 4 years were nothing more than excuses, Trump’s staff glorifying 

Trump, taking victory laps for stuff he couldn’t do, and golf. He reacted to the cancellation with, 

“Didn’t you see my work in Home Alone?” His work in Home Alone? He doesn’t know what work 

is. He has no qualifications to do anything. He won’t hire anyone qualified to do anything but 

agree with him. He was very hurt and concerned about his SAG cancellation. President Donald 

Trump said nothing about the blood on his hands from Ashlee Babbitt and Officer Brian 

Sicknick. 

 

Transgender athletes. The world respects and admires athletes. Male athletes are stronger 

than female athletes. That’s the way it is. After god made women, she made men for a women’s 

entertainment. She did make us generally stronger. I imagine the strength is for changing a flat 

tire and taking out the trash. 2 actions well documented. Guys understand this and don’t care. If 

we complain, we won’t get anything else. That’s all she wrote. God gave us beer and sports. 

Good enough. If you’re a transgender athlete in school and you want to compete with the team. 

The world respects your ability and will watch. In a basketball game, if you want to play on your 

school team, the other team has to have the same number of transgender athletes. Basketball 

would have 4 girls and 1 transgender against the other team with the same ratio. Track, 

baseball, or anything you want to compete in, the competing team must have the same 

transgender athlete ratio. It’s simple. School athletics are great. Transgender students are 

everywhere. The world admires athletes. Students can put this together. Play the sport. Show 

off your talent. You’ll get rejections from some, but you’ll lay the ground work for many. And 

when you help your team win, the whole school will cheer for you. College will be better. Pac 12 

conference will play Big 12, etcetera. There may be enough transgender athletes from a 

conference to fill a whole team. 

 

If you were at the protest in Kenosha Wisconsin, Kyle Rittenhouse threatened you with his 

deadly assault weapon. The Kenosha killer was acquitted of 2 counts of murder and 1 count of 

attempted murder. Those murders happened after he assaulted you. There should be as many 

assault charges as there were people peacefully marching. If you were at the protest, take your 

assault charge to the Kenosha police department. They have to charge the killer. He was there 

with an assault weapon. That was his intent to murder all the people that were on the street.  

Trump and his organized crime family rewarded Rittenhouse for murdering people. When an 18-

year-old person is rewarded for a crime, he will continue. Rittenhouse realizes he’s a great 

asset to his hero, the Political Witch Father of the Washington Mafia, Donald Trump. That’s 

great to Rittenhouse. Rittenhouse is on top of the world because of Trump praising him and his 

escaping criminal prosecution.  

 

A short time ago 2 people set off a bomb on the street in Boston during a marathon. Their intent 

was to kill as many peaceful people as possible because they didn’t like the event. Rittenhouse 

did the same thing. He didn’t like the protest, so he set off from his home with an assault 

weapon with intent to kill the peaceful people. The attorney he hired used some illusionary 

tactics to get 12 people to believe there was a reason to take innocent lives. That was murder.  

Kyle Rittenhouse threatened everyone with that assault weapon.  
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Go to the Kenosha Police Department individually. All the assault with a deadly weapon charges 

must be charged separately. Bail should be more than he can accumulate. If there are 50 

separate charges, bail would be a lot. Kyle Rittenhouse wants his assault weapon back. His 

intent is to go kill more peaceful people for Donald Trump’s organized crime family.  

After the assault charges, there can also be civil charges. Kyle Rittenhouse is a dangerous 

murderer. Lock him up and put him behind a computer imputing data for a minimum of 10 years. 

He’ll get carpal tunnel. Don’t get his hands medically repaired. If he leaves prison, his hands will 

be so bad, he won’t be able to hold a gun. He won’t have a trigger finger. Kyle Rittenhouse 

realized his dream of being a killer for Donald Trump. Kyle is at the top of his life. He knows he’s 

the coolest person. Kyle has been acquitted of the crime of murder and now the organized 

crime boss, Donald Trump has given him all accolades for a crime. That is more than he 

dreamed about. At this point Kyle Rittenhouse is in the control of only Donald Trump. He will do 

whatever the Donald Trump organized crime family wants him to do. If there is a Washington 

D.C. protest for the benefit of Donald Trump. Gaetz will get Rittenhouse there and get him a 

handgun. Donald Trump is going into combat against people who don’t agree with Donald 

Trump. If the New York district attorney’s office files charges against daddy’s little girl, Ivanka, 

Donald Trump will use the Gaetz-Rittenhouse combo now. Gaetz will do anything for Trump. 

Rittenhouse will do anything for Trump. Kyle Rittenhouse is living his dream of being a soldier in 

the Donald Trump organized crime family, with zero compensation.  

 

Another Trump excuse, at ‘the tourist day’ rally to attack people who don’t agree with the 

spoiled rich kid, Donald Trump. Some guy said, “What do you think 1776 was?” Without 

commenting on that, I’d like to show you who he was talking to. Beavis and Butthead were 

there. When that guy said that, Butthead held up a piece of cardboard that read, ‘1776’.  

Butthead asked, “uh, this?” 

Beavis, “yeah, this? eh eh”  

The guy responded, “Yeah. That’s right. You guys are smart.”  

Beavis and Butthead dumbly stare at the guy with Butthead holding the 1776 cardboard sign.  

 

Another fond memory is Inside the Capitol. There was some guy with a confederate flag.  

Dwayne ‘Rock’ Johnson, in his Miami Hurricane shirt, approaches the guy. “That doesn’t belong 

here. Get that out of here.” The guy turns and starts to walk away. “Hey. Where do you think 

you’re going?”  

“You said to get this out of here.”  

“No. No. You’re not walking through the United States Capitol with that.”  

The guy tries to set it on fire with a lighter. 

“Whoa. You’re not lighting a fire in here.” 

“How will I get it out of here?”  

“Can you SMELLL where the Rock says to SHOVE IT?”  

 

When the people were climbing on the outside walls, wouldn’t it have been great to have some 

chimpanzees peeing on them. When a guy gets to the top of the wall, an orangutan wraps its 

arms around the guy in a congratulatory hug.  

 

Outside, when the guys were fighting with the police at the short portable fence, and the fence 

fell over, all the guys fall on top of each other like a football fumble frenzy. And some guy eating 

popcorn opened and walked through an attached gate 3 feet from the fallen fence. He looks at 
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the mess of guys on the ground, then closes the gate and walks away. He has Washington 

Redskins hat on. That guy is an actual tourist. “Wow, that’s pretty cool. That wasn’t listed on my 

visitor pamphlet. This is a good deal for $12.50.” After a few steps he looks up at the Capitol, 

“They have monkeys too?”  

 

The guy that threw the fire extinguisher at the police. He didn’t throw it far enough to get over 

the wall and it bounced off the wall and hit him in the nuts. As he keeled over in pain, the pin 

came out of the extinguisher, and it sprayed fire retardant on his face.  

 

In the front fighting with the cops, there’s a guy with the flag pole whacking the police. Kaitlin 

Jenner grabbed the pole, ripped the flag from the pole and threw the pole like a javelin. She 

ripped off her dress, exposing his junk to the crowd, put the flag on like a cape, and looked at 

the shocked guys next to him, “That’s right boys, I’m a republican too.” Marjorie Taylor Greene 

was playing army on the ground with Lauren Boebert like children next to where the fence was 

later placed. Lauren had her G.I. Jane action figure and Greene had her QAnon action figure. 

The javelin spears Lauren’s G.I. Jane action figure, splitting it through the center. She starts to 

cry. Greene jumps up, cheers and runs to the Capitol. Kaitlin is naked, except for the cape 

flowing in the wind. Greene approaches her and gives him a golden Q.   

“That’s the congressional gold I was going to give Kyle Rittenhouse. The Q fits you better. Will 

you go with us where we go all?”  

“Will Trump be there? I have to know who does his hair.”  

The Chalamon QAnon man, said at the end of the chaos, “President Trump said to go home.” 

Did Trump also say to come to Washington dressed like a gay, circus, lion trainer? That guy 

wanted Trump to pardon him. Trump won’t pardon you. You failed in the Presidents attempt to 

kill people who don’t agree with Donald Trump. The excuse of ‘stolen election’ didn’t work. The 

President needed you to eliminate people so Donald Trump can spend government money on 

anything Donald Trump wants. Including hiring unqualified people to do anything for this 

country. I hadn’t figured the drug smuggling thing when I wrote this. Now I know what Donald 

Trump needed the guys for.  

 

The guy sitting on the chair at Nancy Pelosi’s office leaned back in the chair and fell out the 

window. He fell in chimpanzee duty.  If you missed it. Someone had a huge flag with Donald 

Trump looking like a military action figure, Rambo style. That is the silliest thing I saw. That 

doesn’t resemble Donald Trump. It’s more like Donald Duck. Put a yellow beak on that cartoon 

face. Who makes up this shit? Did tax payers pay for that phony faced fabric? Fucker.  

 

UnBraveheart 

In the movie ‘Braveheart’, the English Lord sends his army to kill and be killed. Just like 

President Trump did on Jan 6th. The Lord tells his soldier to have the archer’s fire when his army 

is the line of arrows.  

 

The soldier asks, “But wouldn’t the arrows get our soldiers?” 

The English lord answers, “Yes, but they’ll get some of theirs too.” The English lord slowly 

gallops away. Just like President Donald ‘Lord have a Shit’ Trump did on Jan 6th, 2021. 

Later in the movie, there’s a scene when his daughter-in-law leans over to the dying Lord and 

says, “I have (William Wallace’s) baby in my belly.”  
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In the Trump version, un-brave heart, Lara Trump is leaning over a bleached lung dying, Trump, 

saying, “I have a democrat in my belly.” Trump gasp and shakes a bit.  

Lara says, “No I mean I have a Republican in my belly.” Trump gasps more with more of a 

shake.  

Lara says, “No, no, I mean I have a Trump in my belly.” Trump violently shakes, gags, coughs 

out blood, and dies. Lara walks out of the room.  

Eric asks her, “How did dad take the baby news?” 

“I think, well, I uh, yes dad took the baby news very well.” 

In the background, the great Toni Braxton is singing ‘Un-break my Heart’ 

  

Approval polls. Television is ads. Ads are based on ratings. TV will put on anything that gets 

ratings. Showing the approval of the President gets ratings. 1 year into the Biden Presidency, 

TV adds show Biden approval ratings. The President is not up for reelection until November 

2024. It makes no sense to show his approval ratings. I think the ratings is a set-up of the 

democrat party to get democrats to the polls and vote for Joe Biden. They want to keep the fear 

in the voter so everyone will come out to reelect Biden.  We should have some fun with the 

pollsters. If I’m approached…  

Pollster, “Sir, what do you think about Joe Biden?’  

Me ‘I think he’s a guy with a job.’  

‘What do you think about his job performance?’  

‘I see him on TV. He shows up to work.’  

‘Do you think he’s doing a good job as President?’  

This is when my Italian personality kicks in. “His Job performance? The guy’s been at his job for 

a year. You want me to predict the future? What do I look like Nostra-friggen-domas? What? Do 

you see a crystal ball coming out of my friggin ass? How the frig would I know what Biden’s 

done? Get the f--- out of here. Job performance.’ I’ll start walking away, stop, turn and say to 

him, ‘Oh, hey, I do have a tip for you. I have a heads up on the New York Giants winning the 

NFC championship next year. You want in? My bookie is giving 13 to 1 odds. You got some 

cash on you? Give me a grand and I’ll get you the 13 Gs after the game. I’ll text you the cash. 

Performance? Yeah, Biden won bronze at the Puerto Rican decathlon. Dumb F---er.’  

Here’s one for Family Guy writers: ‘Italians, always know what to say’ 

 

Florida passed a ‘don’t say gay law’ in schools? When did Florida return to the Stone Age? 

This has to be a publicity stunt. I believe a gay man was appointed the first President of the 

United States.  

 

President George Washington traveled months on horseback from Pennsylvania through 

jungles to the Ohio valley, with a black man. If you are a single man in your teens and early 20s, 

and have the job of traveling months through jungles to deliver a message to the French, a 

heterosexual guy would take a girl. A single guy in his 20s would take more than one girl. 

George Washington had no certain date to make the delivery. We can’t know what took him so 

long or what he did with his traveling buddy. If I had that job, I’m going ‘Mormon’. I would have a 

black girl, white girl, Asian girl, and a Ukrainian chick, as traveling companions. I would have 

taken a few months longer to complete the itinerary. Then I would have picked up some new 

companions. “I have to go back. I forgot my pen”. I would have lots of military children.  

A couple of centuries ago you couldn’t fill time with a System of a Down concert. Sex is a 

good…great substitute. George didn’t father any children. He married the widow Martha, who 
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had 2 children. He married Martha because Martha had widow wealth. I would hope that he 

shared his buddies with Martha. If not, that would be cruel to keep Martha from playing with 

boys. In the 1700s, they didn’t have batteries for female toys. Martha had a plantation, daily 

labor jobs, and youth. She was 27 years young when they married. George was 26. That’s child 

producing age. There were no Hershey bars to gain weight.  Martha must have been the young 

cute farmer’s daughter type of girl. If George was straight, Martha would have lived at least 12 

years barefoot and pregnant. There was no birth control in the 18th century. George and Martha 

didn’t have children together.  

 

Our 15th president, James Buchanan never married, no girlfriend, and no children. In a world 

without TV, guys play with girls. A president has his pics of chicks. Buchanan’s lady in the White 

House was his niece. In the 19th century there was no condoms. If Buchanan was straight, he 

would have knocked up, at least, one woman. The president would be surrounded by interns. 

James had his niece. No one cared about his sexuality then, no one cares about Jimmy’s 

sexuality now. Some guys like guys.  

 

Is the Florida education system the Iron Curtain between children and reality? Either tell the kids 

nothing or…‘Teach, your children well’…Crosby, Stills, and Nash. ‘… they seek the truth.’ 

 

I am puzzled with Andrew Cuomo. A bachelor Governor of New York, USA. You pick on cuties 

inside? Walk outside. The beautiful girls are everywhere. You’re in New York. Your face is 

shaved, you have a haircut, and you’re Italian! You got it all. Babes are throwing themselves at 

you. They would love to be a naked friend to you, outside the office. The list of pretty ladies that 

you could touch is in the thousands. Why be creepy with the inside untouchables? You can walk 

outside and fill your time with multiple wannabes. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
 

Senator Amy Klobuchar. This is the girl I want to be my neighbor. You can’t hear bad news 

from Amy. Amy has an infectious smile. Looking at Amy, you have to smile. Miss Pleasant. I like 

drawing mental pictures.  

 

Here’s one: 

Gerry Smith enters his home from his workshop in the garage. Suzy Smith is extremely 

stressed. She’s having a bad day. Gerry comes in, “Honey.” 

Suzy, “WHAT? WHAT IS IT NOW?” 

Gerry, “Amy Klobuchar was on TV.” 

Suzy, “Oh. Really. What did she say?” 

Gerry, “There’s a huge meteor twice the size of earth rapidly approaching us.” 

Suzy, “Oh. I wish you would have told me she was on.” 

Gerry, “Yeah. Sorry. Anyway, Amy said the meteor will hit earth sometime today.” 

Suzy, “Oh. Was she smiling?” 

Gerry, “Always.” 

Suzy, “Yeah. I like seeing Amy.” 

Gerry, “Me too. The meteor will destroy the entire planet, wiping out our entire existence.” 

Suzy, “Oh.” 

Gerry, “I didn’t fix that leak under the sink.” 

Suzy, “That’s okay honey. Would you like me to make you a sandwich?” 

 

President Joe Biden, if the worst of the worst happens, have Senator Amy Klobuchar on hand to 

break the news. I’m a fan of our United States Senator from Minnesota, Amy Klobuchar. Amy is 

a sweet heart. 

  

President Joe Biden was voted to run a country. Whatever changes the Biden administration 

does will not be known until, at least, June 2023. The president’s resume, his job performance, 

begins after 30 months in office. The United States isn’t a corner hot dog stand. His resume will 

be known in time to make a decision at the 2024 election. It took 1 year to get approval on the 

build back better plan. The effects of that bill won’t be seen until, maybe, 2024. The construction 

preparation and the construction itself, will take time. After everything is done, you have to see 

the results of what was done. Don’t listen to people and their approval ratings. It’s useless to 

know about it. President Joseph Biden will be President until January 20, 2025, 11:59am. If you 

disagree with anything now, keep your notes available until November 2024. You can rehire or 

fire the president at the polls at that time. The hate spreaders make money to spread hate. It 

makes no sense to be angered for years so the haters can make a paycheck. President Joseph 

Biden is the president for 4 years. Ignore the presidency if you don’t like Biden. Don’t promote 

the termite wing media for angering people. Wait until 2024 and check Biden’s resume. There 

will be records of what happened in 3 and a half years. Our United States voting system makes 

it easy to pick-a-politician.  
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California 

A few months ago, some people were mad at Governor Gavin Newsom and tried to do a 

recall. They wasted a lot of time and energy on the impossible. There is a book of stupidity 

written somewhere. This recall effort is the entire book.  

 

I first found out about the recall at the Signal Hill Home Depot. Some guy was standing outside 

with a petition to recall Governor Gavin Newsom. #1 how many people will stop for a petition? 

#2 a political recall effort? #3 recall democrat Gavin Newsom in California a democrat state? #4 

you’re at a Home Depot. 90% of the people are Mexican. How many Mexican people are 

registered to vote? How many people coming out of Home Depot speak English? That guy was 

not at that Home Depot the next day.  

 

The amount of other stupid is too long for me to write in a year.  

On the recall ballot it read, ‘If you don’t want to recall the Governor check here. (I checked the 

box, X.) And if Newsom gets recalled, who would you pick as a governor?’ (Something like that). 

There was around 100 people listed. Everyone thinks they can govern California. Somehow 

people think governing California is like running a 7-11. If California was an idol country, 

California would be ranked the 5th largest financial country in the world. The applicant list 

included Katlin Jenner, former Olympic athlete, former reality TV personality. There were people 

on the ballot that were rich. I wonder how they made their money. It couldn’t be from smart 

decision making. One candidate was the past mayor of San Diego, Faulkner. I thought this guy 

has the ability to run a city, I’m going to listen. Faulkner wants to continue the Trump Border 

Wall. I stopped listening. This is a top candidate in the Newsom recall. Faulkner is a Republican.  

 

Read my section on the Trump Border Wall. 

  

Next is John Cox, some rich businessman. In John’s campaign he was walking around with a 

big black bear. I think he was going to cook and eat the bear, or have the bear eat him. The 

latter would have kept my attention. Cool. John said Gavin Newsom is a real good-looking man. 

John Cox says a handsome man can’t be governor of California. When a man rates another 

man’s looks, he is gay. Not that there’s anything wrong with that. The governor thanks you for 

the complement. I didn’t notice. I’m still admiring the comic cutie, Jenny McCarthy. I think Gavin 

Newsom looks like a regular guy, without makeup. He has a regular haircut. The leader of the 

Republican Party, Donald Trump has questionable hair and face makeup. Donald Trump uses 

his Revlon Technology when appearing in public. 

 

The top vote getter is a radio guy, Larry Elder. Elder’s campaign was him with Donald Trump. 

28% of Californians like Donald Trump. 99% of California voters don’t like it. Elder must have 

used Trump’s campaign people. Real bad decision. All the governor candidates campaign with 

the “People are leaving California because of Gavin Newsom.” That’s the desperate way the 

opposition tries to get attention, the California Republican Party ‘Big Lie’. To understand the 

stupidity of that lie, look at the California real estate market. Google it. Drive somewhere in Los 

Angeles. Check the traffic reports. It’s the Republican way of calling everyone in California deaf, 

dumb, blind, and stupid. An awfully stupid sales technique.  

California has a great climate. 90% of the time Los Angeles County is ‘room temperature.’ 

California has big business and beautiful places. All of which the Governor did not create and 
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does not take credit for. Tomorrow and every day after that, California will get better because of 

California and its residents, us. Every night in my prayers I say, “Please God, don’t have 

another election with candidates on TV telling us we’re stupid. Baseball and football are on 

during those months. It’s the only thing you gave us. You can move the political advertisements 

to the day after the Super Bowl when we don’t watch TV.”  

 

The list of candidates also included a girl named Angelyne. Angelyne is popular because she 

was on a street billboard 30 years ago. She used to be very pretty. Huge boobs, tiny waste, 

small ass, and long legs. Stuff of Hollywood. I don’t know if she has any talent, or if she was on 

a TV show or in a movie. Angelyne has the title of ‘Experienced politician, Icon’. Angelyne is 

running for Governor of California. I enjoy stupid comedy, i,e, this recall. I picked Angelyne to fill 

the Governor’s seat in California.  

 

Around 68% of people voted not to recall the Governor. About the same amount of California 

voters that voted for Joseph Biden for President. Gavin Newsom wasn’t recalled. Angelyne 

didn’t win. I enjoy elections.  

 

There are other states that have Republican Governors. California is not on the list. If you are a 

republican, it’s wise to know that California is Gavin Newsom’s state. As long as he wants to be 

governor, the job is his. If you have money to donate to the Republican Party campaign fund, 

don’t do it here. Take your wife out to dinner. Take your kids out for new shoes. How about a 

day at an amusement park, Disneyland? If you donate money to the Republican Party for 

someone to run against Gavin Newsom, you are throwing your hard-earned money away. 

Spend the $20 on yourself. Governor Gavin Newsom will win all the California gubernatorial 

elections he wants.   

In Los Angeles we have another election starring Caruso. Caruso is another rich guy with 

answers to common problems that no one is able to solve. Caruso says he’s going to clean up 

L.A. Caruso’s campaigning with the miracle of solving the homeless problem. Caruso says he is 

the one guy that can solve the homeless problem. Stop campaigning. Start solving the 

homeless problem today. When the election is here, if you have solved the unsolvable, you’re 

in. If you can solve the problem in the City of L.A., Los Angeles County will follow. We can use 

your plan in California and the United States. Your fantastic plan can be used throughout the 

continent and across the globe. Yes. There are homeless everywhere.  

 

I know a guy that gets arrested for minimal crimes in Alaska so he can spend the night in jail. He 

lives outside. His big problem isn’t the weather, moose are the animals that walk over the tents 

where he and his friends reside, outside. This is the city of Los Angeles. The weather here is 

‘room temperature’ there are no moose roaming in southern California.  

 

Your plan is to relocate the homeless? To where?  What is your plan to clean out our street 

residents? You’re rich. You have no idea what the background is of the people in our streets. 

Stop your lying commercials. I’ve studied this for years. Show this city your plan to rid the world 

of the homeless population. Your commercial states that you’re going to clean up L.A. You have 

a plan together. I want to be proven wrong. I want you to show us, today, if your plan is 

nonfiction or fiction.  
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When you clean up A Street, those residing there will relocate to B Street. When you use your 

haircut and smile to clean up B Street, A Street will have more residents than before. You 

haven’t started on C Street yet.You have to understand, you cannot use a bulldozer and doze 

people into the Los Angeles River. That’s illegal.  

 

You’ve spent 11 million dollars on a campaign to run the city of Los Angeles. I’m telling you that 

you can’t fix the homeless population with 111 million dollars (unless that’s the annual budget). 

When these people that do not ‘live by a clock’ like we do, leave, they will be replaced by more 

drug addicts, mental people, and more people that cannot take care of themselves. The people 

that can be helped are the people that are living in their cars. They just begun street living. With 

help, they can move back to society.  

 

Then there’s the people who did live our life. They’ve been on the street for more than 6 

months. Those individuals need more help. If they’ve lived on the street for one year, their 

guidance would take 3 years to adapt to our living. They have to be trained on ‘how to live by 

the clock.’ There is no guarantee these people will return to tent city. 

 

The substance abusers, the drug addicts? If you can solve a drug addict’s problem, you’re a 

god.  

 

We have prostitutes, semi-retired prostitutes, and retiring prostitutes. Female and male.  

The majority of street people are the people who never could take care of themselves. They 

have shopping carts with their belongings. Some walk the streets and reside on a street bench 

or under a freeway overpass. They live on food from the Mission, aka soup kitchens. All of the 

above people don’t have to show for work. They don’t have to pick up the kids from school or go 

to Leslie’s house for afternoon tea. These are some of the different personalities of the street 

people that you say you’re going to clean up. 

 

There are so many people that have tried to tackle this immense problem. We want to see your 

plan to remedy this. Stop the campaign of lies. Show the solution you have prepared. We’re 

waiting…  

 

In 2018 Trump came to Los Angeles. He said, “If you don’t clean up this homeless problem, 

we’re (federal government) going to do it for you.” Trump left. He didn’t say anything or do 

anything, about his compilation of audible words. It’s something we’ve come to expect from the 

spoiled rich kid.   

 

Here’s a fun fact. Several years ago, my friends took me to the city of Capistrano. Once a year 

swallows, the bird, come to nest, and I guess sing.  My friend bought a house in Ranch Santa 

Margarita near Capistrano. I haven’t been there in years. I only remember it’s 164 miles from El 

Camino Del Ray Mar Vista California. It’s miles off the freeway. If you want to drive there, get 

the directions from Stewart or Devin. They’re good at giving directions. The swallows made their 

way to my friend’s house. They began nesting. Swallows mud nest under the eaves. My friend’s 

house is a nice 2 story house with tall windows. Swallows poop when they’re mud nesting. The 

air rest room nesting is all over the back of my friend’s nice home and widows. So, he sprayed 

water on the mud nest when the swallows left to gather up more mud to mud nest.  
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The swallows didn’t like my friend’s watering, so they went to the front of the house to start more 

mud nesting and air rest rooming. This went on for 2 days. My friend found out that swallows 

don’t like owls. After many hours of spraying water and mud air rest room pooping, my friend put 

up an owl. No more swallows. The perplexing pooping problem solved. Mr. Caruso, there’s a 

solution to ponder, set a huge owl on the top of the L.A. train station. It worked for the birds. It 

might work for streeties. Also, someone put an alligator in a lake in San Pedro. Take the gator. 

Maybe you can use Wally for ground patrol and air reconnaissance with the train stationed owl. 

That’s only a reasonable suggestion. 

 

April 15, 2022, my computer froze. Everything I added in the last week is not backed up. I’m in 

a panic. So, I did what any other American male would do in a panic. I went in the kitchen and 

washed the floor. I’m washing the floor when I realized, it’s April 15, Tax Day. I hesitated. Did I 

file? Yes, I filed an extension. That was the scare, an IRS audit. I realized what I needed to add 

for our Senator Amy Klobuchar.  

 

The worst of the worst is an IRS audit. I have an obligation to the readers for important giggles. 

I’ll quickly draw a new picture of Gerry and Suzy Smith: 

An excited Suzy runs into the garage, “honey, I just got a call from Senator Amy Klobuchar” 

Gerry, “Really? Amy? What did she say?’ 

Thrilled, Suzy answers, “We’re going to be AUDITED.” 

Gerry, “Audited? By the IRS?” 

Suzy, “Isn’t that Great?” 

Gerry, “Well, honey, I uh don’t…” 

Suzy, “Let’s have SEX.” 

 

Dear Senator Amy Klobuchar, 

Thank you for breaking the worst news to Suzy’ 

 

Love always, 

Gerry Smith 

 

P.S. Call anytime. 

 

I’m a huge fan of America’s sweetheart, Senator Amy Klobuchar. 

 

I’m writing part 2 of “There must be justice for Ashli Babbitt and Officer Brian Sicknick”. I wrote a 

television sitcom, ‘At Home with the Trumps.” It’s a black and white comedy in the setting of 

‘Leave it to Beaver.’ Starring Donald Trump and Nikki Haley as Ward and June Cleaver. Wally 

and the Beaver are Don Jr and Eric, in either order. Matt Gaetz as Eddie Haskell. Mike Lindell 

would be Lumpy. It will be the adventures of a modern day crime family. I have Rocky and 

Bullwinkle in it.  

Bullwinkle, “Hey Rocky watch me put a brain in a Trump’s head.”  

Rocky, “ahh, that trick never works.”  

The show is sponsored by the Republican DPL Party. 
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New Music: 

From my Grammy winning song: Living on Trump Lies, during the song, Lauren Boebert sings 

and adds ‘We’re the Republican Party.’ twisting her finger at her cheek dimple with a big head 

tilted smile. Gaetz asks Greene, “Don’t you have a pretty 14-year-old daughter?”  

 

In Hilary Clinton’s 2016 campaign against Trump she said, “Our children are listening.” I 

widened out the camera a bit. Have leaders of the Nations in the same setting as real The 

United Nations. They’ll question those DPL congress people.  

 

I made up some questions: 

The Polish guy says to Mitch McConnell, “It is apparent that you are running an organized crime 

gang right out of Washington D.C.”  

The Republican Senator Mitch McConnell replies, “That is a wrong accusation. You can’t base a 

serious accusation on hearsay. I demand to know what you base your theory on.” The camera 

takes shots on different leaders then stops on the Italian guy. He says, “We just know.” 

McCarthy stands up abruptly, “This is an unfounded, and unsubstantiated meaningless trial. I’m 

a dignified Republican Congressman.”  

The United States plaque has Ronald Reagan as a hologram. “You’re not a Republican 

Congressman. You’re un-American.” 

Boebert asks Gaetz, “who’s that?”  

Gaetz, “that’s Ronald Reagan.” 

Boebert, “Oh, Yeah, I remember him. He’s that western guy in the westerns. Have a punch 

Pilgrim. Ride a horse Pilgrim.” She asks Gaetz, “Is he a Demonstration a list like Pelosi?” 

 

The Japanese guy tells them, “We’ve all been to the States. We believe you should steal all the 

shampoo and soap souvenirs before November. People like you don’t generally get a 

renegotiated contract.” 

Boebert, “Oh yeah, we do. We can do anything we want. We’re the Republican Party.” 

 

In the Ironic song sung by the termite wing. The song is separated by the Angle girl and fucker 

rap,  

Angle “Doctor bad” pointing to a photo of Fauci.  

Fucker raps pointing to Kenosha Killer, “Killer great!”  

Angle, “doctor boo”. 

Fucker “Killer Yeeaah!”  

Together, “That’s the Donald J. Trump way”  

These lines are repeated.  

 

I had more on this. I forgot some giggles when I wrote the Trump drug smuggling. But I did add 

some stuff: 

SNLs Aidy Bryant, in her impression of Ted Cruz walks in a room with the Hunter Laptop. She 

sets it on a coffee table surrounded by Graham, Hawley, Ron Johnson, and Ken Paxton. Cruz 

opens the laptop. It’s full of coke. “Here you are boys. Donald Trump’s 2022 pure blend. Right 

off the Texas Migration bus. Enjoy.”  
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SNL should have Madonna as musical guest singing “Border Wall”. You guys can put more to 

the lyric. Writing stuff to humiliate Trump is soooo easy. Everything he does is bizarre.  

Alec Baldwin can do the Bohemian Rhapsody song. There’s so much stuff to add to that. 

Baldwin doesn’t like doing Trump anymore. But this new stuff is too silly to ignore. Humiliating 

Donald Trump is easy, fun, and there’s lots of Trump leadership to make giggles with. 

 

I would like to hear Jimmy Fallon sing ‘Mr. Chicken Ass Man’. Have a full-size cardboard cut-out 

of McCarthy next to Jimmy. Jimmy can do an impression of Dylan. Humiliate the phony Trump 

loving congressman until he leaves the country.  

 

Kevin, I have a nice spot for you in the Steps of Mongolia. I can book you on a slow boat across 

the Pacific Ocean. On the trip, you might meet your brother, Moby.  

We need to protect Congresswoman Liz Cheney from the Washington Mafia’s chicken ass man. 

 

The states where the politicians restricted your voting rights, vote those politicians out. 

Know who those politicians are. They are the Trump racist, loyalist, mobsters. Vote across party 

lines to remove the mobsters. Go to the polls in big numbers. Don’t let those politicians take 

your voice away. Vote them out. If you have to take the day off work, do it. Vote out the criminal 

mobsters. Your voice must be heard. The United States must always be guided by its citizens. 

That’s our democracy. Vote for the people who represent our democracy. You took the time to 

register to vote. Vote for your voice to be heard. Vote!  

The FBI must charge Donald Trump with using the presidency of the United States to 

start his organized crime family, The Washington Mafia.  

Nancy Pelosi and Mike Pence must have Donald Trump arrested on charges of attempted 

assassination of a politician.  

Ashli Babbitt’s family and Brian Sicknick’s family must bring civil charges against Donald Trump 

and the Capitol Killer 12, with multibillion dollar law suits against all of them.  

The Washington D.C. police that were assaulted on Jan 6th need to press charges against the 

Capitol Killer 12, with civil charges and financial law suits.  

All of you have legal rights against Donald Trump and the Capitol Killer 12. You have to be 

patriotic. By making these charges, you will stop Donald Trump’s drug smuggling ring. Don’t 

expect the Trump’s loyalist legislators to stand by the oath they swore to. Trump loyalist will 

break the law for Donald Trump. It is a common practice amongst the Trump backed politician. 

Don’t assume that the Trump legislators will be honest. You have to take the evidence and 

charge these criminals. Your patriotism in charging these criminals will save our country from 

the biggest, and dumbest criminal this country has encountered. 

Quoting Robert DeNiro, “Fuck Trump” (Figuratively, as in, arrest, indict, and convict, Donald 

Trump). 
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Vladimir Putin is a combination of Hitler, Stalin and Stupid.  

The similarities between Putin and Trump: except for their own life, they have no value for 

human life, they only think about themselves. Trump sent people to war on Jan 6th, 2021. Putin 

sent people to war on February 23, 2022. Both wars were to change the will of the people by 

murdering innocent people. The people around Trump and Putin lie about what happened and 

blame other people. Both individuals are murderers. Our voters saved the United States from 

Trump criminals. The Russian citizens shall be the saviors of Russia and Ukraine. 

 

4-16-22: The Resolution of Ukraine is in the good guy’s hands. The good guys took all the rich 

guy’s toys. Sell all of it now. Give all the cash to the Ukrainians now. Show the great life style of 

the Ukrainians living off Putin’s war against them. Putin caused the Russian rich guys (his 

friends) to lose their wealth, which has been given directly to the Ukrainian people. Sell 

everything and split the money through the Ukrainian people. Have live auctions. Have some of 

our billionaires over bid for the Oligarchs yachts and any other property taken. Give the money 

to the Ukrainians. Show the world their nice homes in their new nice neighborhoods with clean 

nice city parks. Show this continually. Putin’s circle of friends will be furious at the Fuhrer.   

Putin is now at war with his rich guy friends. Sell Putin’s objects also. Everything that is taken 

from Putin and his rich friends goes directly to the Ukrainian people. Flaunt the great life style of 

the new, financially comfortable, Ukrainian people. Have the Ukrainian people hold up big 

‘Thank You Vladimir Putin’ signs while showing their luxurious life style. Blow it up real big.  

Flaunt it. Flaunt the Ukrainian new happiness.  

 

Hey Putin, keep your bombed out cities. Living off your money is a lifestyle we 

never thought we could have. Thank you and the Oligarchs for all your stuff.      

 

Hey Putin, thanks for the cash. We’re going to Disneyland! 

 

Celebrate, Oligarch style!    Hey Putin, Bomb Moscow. They’ll love you. 

 
Tell Putin the invasion has caused the opposite of what the intent was. Ukrainians succeeded 

because Putin bombed their country. Fight stupid Putin with intelligent Ukrainians.  

Show the signs along side of the country’s devastation. Show it everywhere in the world. The 

rich guys will get mad. Insult and humiliate. They’ll take over the state TV. The Russian citizens 

will see the truth. The Russian people will see what Putin has acquired, a destroyed mess of a 

country. Russian people won’t go there to live. There isn’t any one there. There isn’t any where 

to live. Putin murdered the Ukrainian citizens. Putin will be seen as the dumbass he is. This 

conflict must be dealt with from the inside. The Russian’s need to be the people to beat Putin. 

They will install the correct person to lead Russia.  Putin’s entire plan has backfired. He can’t do 

anything about it. Putin is the one who made the Ukrainians have the better life. And he did it 

with his wealth, and his rich friend’s wealth. Putin has destroyed the regular life of Ukraine, but 

gave those same people a better life.  

 

Putin won some battles, but he lost his military war. The dumbass Putin check-mated 

himself.  
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Putin is out of ammunition. Putin painted himself in a corner. Where can he go? 

 

He’ singing a new tune:  

“WAR uh, what is it good for? Ukrainian something.”  

“WAR uh, what is it good for? Ukrainian life style. Say it again.”  

“Oh yeah WAR uh, what is it great for? Giving Oligarch’s cash away.” 

 

You have to irritate Putin through his rich friends. Weapons are in Putin’s wheel house. You 

can’t beat Putin, bullet against bullet. Throw the unexpected at him. Humiliate the jackass. Putin 

has no defense against intelligence. Putin is a baby-killing dumbass murderer.  

Putin’s severe case of Alzheimer’s disease is months away, but Russians will know he has 

Alzheimer’s now. Insult and humiliate Putin and his Oligarch buddies.  

Sorry this took us too long to figure out.  

 

4-16-2022: I’m watching TV news. Gregg ‘the coke smuggler’ Abbott and Ken ‘the coke 

smuggling AG’ Paxton, from Texas are still trying to convince the United States tax payers to 

fund the Trump drug smuggling enterprise. They’re busing immigrants to Washington. I’m 

having a ball watching this ‘Abbott and Costello’ comedy team work the crowd.  

“Who’s on Border? Coke. Cokes on Border? No. Who’s got coke? Then what’s on border? 

Coke. Who’s coke? No. What’s coke? Then who’s got coke?” “Heeey YAbbott”  

I couldn’t write anymore. I got confused. I’m laughing too much at these idiots.  

 

Abbott says, “Financial pain is necessary”. I’m not sure how to make a giggle out of that. I think 

it speaks for Abbott himself. 

I got it. This is the herd mentality that Trump was discussing with George Stephanopoulos. 

Paxton and Abbott are bringing us into the Herd Mentality Age. President Donald Trump said 

it’s going to happen. Is drug smuggling, Herd Mentality? I’m not sure, but it’s happening. Donald 

Trump, your wisdom is finally paying off. Savvy. 

 

I just did a street interview with a musician from Lubbock Texas. His name is Buddy Holly. 

Me: “Excuse me sir, I have to tell you, Gregg Abbott is the governor of your state?” 

Buddy Holly: “That’ll be the day when you make me cry.” 

Me: “Gregg Abbott says he might not stay for another term. Would you like to tell him anything?” 

Buddy Holly: “You say you’re gonna leave. You know it’s a lie.” 

Me: “While Gregg Abbott is governor, do you think you’d like to come back to reside in Texas?’ 

Buddy Holly: “That’ll be the dayayay, when I die.” 

I’m a big fan of the musician from Lubbock Texas, Buddy Holly. 

 

Throw out Abbott the drug guy and vote in Gregg Popovich the San Antonio Spurs guy.  

Gregg Popovich is a smart. He has class. Popovich is a Texas gentleman. At any level, 

Popovich is a proven leader. The great state of Texas will have the leadership it deserves. 
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Helter Skelter, Charles Manson murders:  

Linda Kasabian was the lone voice in bringing justice for Sharon Tate, Abigail Folger, Voytek 

Frykowski, Jay Sebring, Steven Parent, Leno LaBianca Rosemary LaBianca.  

 

Prosecutor Vincent Bugliosi addressed the jury: “(they) aren’t here with us now, in this 

courtroom, but from their graves they cry out for justice.” 

 

The world watched President Donald Trump set up and direct the violence on Jan 6th.  

“Ashli Babbitt and Brian Sicknick are not with us today, but from their graves they cry out for 

justice.”  

 

4-11-22: I cried when I thought about Tex Watson shooting Steven. Steven was sitting in his 

car. Watson just walked up and killed him. The rest of the Spahn Ranch Killer’s violence is a 

nightmare. I don’t know why Steven’s death affected me that way. Steven would have been a 

great guy to be around. 18-year-old. Steven Parent is a life taken from us. I grew up in Rhode 

Island. I moved to Southern California when I was 23 years old, in 1977. The murders in the 

Hollywood Hills happened in the summer of 1969. 

 

4-13-22: For 2 days I wondered, why Steven? With everything that happened in 1969, and 
everything that happened on Jan 6th, why did I cry for Steven?  

I needed to complete my evidence against Donald Trump...  

The comparison between Charles Manson and Donald Trump:  

Manson thought he could rule the world. Manson’s wacky thinking is in Helter Skelter. 
Trump wanted to keep ruling the country. Donald Trump’s quackery is all over this book. 
 
Manson sent his followers into a home to attack people that his followers didn’t know.  
Trump sent his followers into the Capitol to attack people his followers didn’t know. 

It was Manson’s description of the people that made his followers hate ‘pigs’. 
It was Trump’s description of Pelosi and Pence that made his followers hate Pelosi and Pence. 
 
Manson was overjoyed when he found out what happened at Sharon Tate’s house. Manson 
directed the second murders at the LaBianca’s. 
 
Trump watched the violence on TV and was overjoyed with it. He told his followers, “We love 
you. You’re very special.” Trump is trying to set up more violence for his benefit. 
 
Manson didn’t care about the people he killed. He blamed the girls. 
Trump doesn’t care about the people he killed. Trump said there was a lot of “loving in the 
Capitol”. Trump said the guys “were hugging and kissing” each other.  
 
How many people, besides President Donald Trump, were watching gay porn on Jan 6 th?  
 
If the brave Washington D.C. police didn’t stop the Trump followers, the scenery at the 
LaBianca’s and Sharon Tate homes would have been replicated at the Capitol, on Jan 6th, 2021.  
Donald Trump cares as much about the Capitol killings as Charles Manson cared about the 
people he slaughtered in the Hollywood Hills. 
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Donald Trump, with respect to murdering people, you are a carbon copy of Charles Manson.       
 
Osama Bin Laden sent people to attack people they didn’t know on 9-11.  
Donald Trump, this is exactly the murderer you are.     
 
Our sister, Ashli Babbitt and our brother, Brian Sicknick “have supplied the evidence needed to 
get justice”.  
 
When arrested, no bail shall be granted for Donald Trump and the Capitol Killer 12. 
 
 
I’m Peter Gazerro, licensed electrician in Southern California. Share this with everyone. No 

one has the right to take another person’s life.  

 

If Rittenhouse didn’t go out to kill someone, 2 families would not be grieving from their loss. If 

Donald Trump didn’t get people to Washington and anger regular people, Ashlee Babbitt and 

Capitol Police officer Brian Sicknick would be sharing life with their families.  

 

There must be justice for Brian Sicknick and Ashlee Babbitt.  

 

Get Kyle Rittenhouse arrested and placed in prison.  

 

All the songs or parts of songs are used without permission. I didn’t ask anyone. I didn’t want to 

put anyone on the Trump Hate Klan list. I might be on the list. If the Capitol Killer 12 get 

arrested, and the Washington Mafia is terminated, I’m good.  

 

I want justice for Police Officer Brian Sicknick and Air Force Veteran Ashli Babbitt. 

A special thanks goes to Ashli Babbitt for assisting me…pushing the hell out of me…in writing 
this. Ashli used to believe QAnon and Trump. 

My proof of assistance, I have 3 Glamour magazines, and I’m still in the contest. 

A shout out to our great men and women of the United States Armed Forces: you are protecting 
the United States always and forever. 
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REFERENCES 

More on the Capitol Killer 12: 
You can’t cover up a police officer’s killing. The death of Brian Sicknick is caused by the Capitol 
Killer 12. The following people are the Capitol Killer 12. Their Jan 6th quotes are written with 
their names. There’s more here than in the front part of this book. 

 

Mo Brooks 

REPRESENTATIVE, ALABAMA'S 5TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 

 

“Today is the day American patriots start taking down names and kicking ass.” 

 

Rep. Mo Brooks (R-Ala.) was one of two members of Congress to take the stage, where he 
urged “American patriots” to “start taking down names and kicking ass.”  
 
Donning a red hat that said, “Fire Pelosi,” he decried Democrats as “socialists” and his 
fellow Republicans as “weak-kneed," warning that “we American patriots are going to 
come right at them.”    
        
He faced blowback only days later when two House Democrats, New Jersey’s Tom Malinowski 
and Florida’s Debbie Wasserman Schultz, filed a motion to censure Brooks for his comments. 
Brooks refused to apologize and fired back in a lengthy statement in which he said he was 
being subject to Orwellian censorship. He called himself a “square” who never smokes or drinks 
and has never had any problems with the law. 
 
 
Katrina Pierson 

FORMER TRUMP CAMPAIGN ADVISER   

 

“Americans will stand up for themselves and protect their rights and they will demand that the 

politicians that we elect uphold those rights, or we will go after them.”       

 

Katrina Pierson has a long history with Trump’s base. She was his spokesperson during the 

2016 campaign and has deep roots in the tea party movement, and she invoked those ties 

when she took the rally stage. 

“The Republican politicians down there have forgotten what the tea party movement did,” she 
said. “Americans will stand up for themselves and protect their rights, and they will demand that 
the politicians that we elect will uphold those rights, or we will go after them.”      

She clarified on stage that she meant the base would go after Republicans at the ballot box. 
She urged supporters to campaign hard in 2022 and 2024 to vote out members who 
didn’t support Trump’s election challenges. But her role in the rally wasn't limited to what 
she said. The New York Times reported that Pierson served as a liaison between the White 
House and rally organizers, potentially giving her insider knowledge should congressional 

Democrats opt to call witnesses as part of the Senate trial. 
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Amy Kremer 

CHAIR, WOMEN FOR AMERICA FIRST 

“Republicans for years have been afraid of their own shadow. They tuck tail and run any 
time they see their shadow.” 

Another tea party activist-turned-Trump surrogate, Amy Kremer was one of the driving 
organizers for the rally. She moderated the “Stop the Steal” Facebook group, created by 
the pro-Trump group “Women for America First," which corralled members to gather 
in Washington on Jan. 6. The group was shut down for spreading misinformation — a move 
Kremer angrily denounced from the rally stage. 
 
She offered up conspiracy theories of a stolen election and a corrupt media in cahoots to keep 
Trump out of office. She also prodded Republican lawmakers to vote to challenge the election 
result and “punch back from Donald Trump.” Kremer later denounced the Capitol rioters but, 
shifted blame for the violence to the left. “Unfortunately, for months the left and the 
mainstream media told the American people that violence was an acceptable political tool," she 
said in a statement after the rioters attacked the Capitol. "They were wrong. It is not." 
 
 
Vernon Jones 

FORMER MEMBER, GEORGIA HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Then-state Rep. Vernon Jones, a Democrat in the Georgia House of Representatives, switched 
parties on the rally stage, saying he was “coming home to the Grand Old Party.”  "I’m ready to 
go home to the party of Frederick Douglass. I’m ready to go home to the party of South Carolina 
Sen. Tim Scott. Today, I’m coming home,” he said.  He warned Democrats not to fight 
Trump’s election challenge, saying “they’ve awakened a sleeping giant” among the 
president’s base. He thanked My Pillow CEO and ardent Trump supporter Mike Lindell for 
guiding him away from “these demon Democrats." 

 
Ken Paxton 

TEXAS ATTORNEY GENERAL 

“If you look at what Georgia did, they capitulated. They consented.” Texas Attorney 
General Ken Paxton told the rally audience that other states, particularly Georgia, had 
“capitulated” by acknowledging Biden as the winner. He said he would keep fighting the election 
results, even though his attempt to sue other states over their elections had been rejected by 
the Supreme Court only weeks before. After the Capitol riot, Paxton was the only state 
attorney general not to sign a statement condemning the violence. He denounced the riot 
separately, but falsely claimed the mob was filled with leftist agitators masquerading as Trump 
supporters. Democrats in the Texas Legislature called for an investigation into Paxton’s role in 
the riots. Paxton is also tangled up in other potential legal woes amid allegations in 

October of corruption, with calls from his own staff to resign. 
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Lara and Eric Trump 

DAUGHTER-IN-LAW AND SON OF PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP 

 

“Our family didn’t get in this fight for just four years. We are in this fight to the bitter end. We are 

going to take our country back, OK?” 

Eric and Lara Trump took to the stage to vow the former president’s family would continue their 
“fight” long after 2020. When Lara asked what her husband wanted for his 37th birthday, Eric 
said he wanted Republicans in Congress to “have some backbone” and support his father's 
election challenges. “He has more fight in him than every other one combined, and they need to 
stand up and we need to march on the Capitol today. And we need to stand up for this 
country and stand up for what’s right,” he said. 

 

Kimberly Guilfoyle 

FORMER TRUMP CAMPAIGN ADVISER 

“We will not allow the liberals and the Democrats to steal our dream or steal our 

elections.” 

Kimberly Guilfoyle, former Fox News host and Trump super fundraiser, promised she would 
“continue to hold the line” for Trump and vowed not to “allow the liberals and the Democrats 
to steal our dream or steal our elections.”  The bombastic performance was an echo of her 
memorable appearance at the Republican National Convention in which Guilfoyle shouted that 
the “best is yet to come.” She repeated that message from the stage as she claimed that Trump 
would “continue to save America.” 
 

Donald Trump Jr. 

SON OF PRESIDENT DONALD TRUMP    

“You have an opportunity today. You can be a hero, or you can be a zero. And the choice 
is yours, but we are all watching.” 

The president’s eldest son, Donald Jr., prodded Republicans in Congress still on the fence 
about Trump’s election challenges, saying the vote was an opportunity to be either a “zero or a 
hero," a “friend or foe.” He cast their hesitancy as cowardice and said, “I’m going to be in your 
backyard in a couple of months” if they didn’t vote with Trump. He also added some jabs at 
the summer’s anti-racism protesters, telling the crowd that they’d gathered without “ripping down 
churches” and “looting.” But only hours later, hundreds of pro-Trump rioters stormed the Capitol 
building. 
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Madison Cawthorn 

REPRESENTATIVE, NORTH CAROLINA'S 11TH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT 

“There is a significant portion of our party that says we should just sit idly by and sit on 
our hands. They have no backbone.” 

The second member of Congress to talk at the rally, Madison Cawthorn, urged the crowd to 
keep their representatives “accountable” if they didn’t vote to contest the election results. The 
right-wing wunderkind said many of his colleagues “have no backbone” to face Trump, and he 
cheered on the audience as the future of the Republican Party. “The courage I see in this crowd 
is not represented on that hill,” he said. “My friends, I will tell you right now that there is a 
new Republican Party rising.”  After the insurrection, Cawthorn changed tack and denounced 
the rioters as “despicable." But he still didn’t regret his appearance at the rally, he said during 
an interview on "The Carlos Watson Show." Democratic leaders from his North Carolina 
district wrote to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi to expel him from Congress, but 
Cawthorn brushed off any responsibility for the violence at the Capitol. 
 

Rudy Giuliani 

TRUMP'S PERSONAL ATTORNEY 

 

“If we’re wrong, we will be made fools of. But if we’re right, a lot of them will go to jail. 

So, let’s have trial by combat.” 

One of the most infamous lines from the Jan. 6 rally came from personal Trump lawyer Rudy 
Giuliani. After insisting the legality of everything he and his team were doing to undermine the 
election results, Giuliani declared, “Let’s have trial by combat.” The bellicose language 
immediately raised alarms as a call to violence. But Giuliani later insisted in an interview with 
The Hill that it was a reference to the HBO series “Game of Thrones," which he called a 
“documentary” about medieval England. He also denied Trump had any responsibility for the 
Capitol riot and repeated the false claim that antifa or other leftists were behind the attack. 

Rudy Giuliani was a prosecutor in New York. He prosecuted many organized crime families. 
Rudy knows the inner workings of organized crime. Rudy Giuliani is Donald Trump’s personal 
attorney. His son worked in the White House under Donald Trump. It’s great to have Rudy in the 
Donald Trump Organized Crime Family. It’s great for the Washington Mafia to have Rudy 
Giuliani in the Family. 
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John Eastman 

CONSTITUTIONAL LAWYER 

 

“This is bigger than President Trump. It is the very essence of our Republican form of 

government, and it has to be done.” 

 

Giuliani brought out John Eastman, a law professor at Chapman University, to explain in detail 

the various conspiracy theories behind their challenges to the election results. He was the last 

speaker before Donald Trump and put their cause in terms beyond one president. "This is 

bigger than President Trump. It is the very essence of our Republican form of government, 

and it has to be done," Eastman said. "And anybody that is not willing to stand up to do it does 

not deserve to be in the office. “ 

 

Ali Alexander 
President Donald Trump hired a person with our tax dollars to ‘Stop the Steal’, Ali Alexander. 
Activist and Trump rally organizer Ali Alexander has agreed to cooperate with the committee 

investigating the January 6 attack on the Capitol. 

Alexander planned multiple rallies following the election, including the January 6th “Stop 
the Steal” rally that inspired the attack. Now he’s agreed to testify before a grand jury in the 
Justice Department’s criminal investigation into the attack: 

Ali Alexander, a prominent organizer of pro-Trump events after the 2020 election, has agreed to 
cooperate with the Justice Department’s investigation of the attack on the Capitol last year, the 
first high-profile political figure known to have offered assistance to the government’s newly 
expanded criminal inquiry. 

Speaking through a lawyer, Mr. Alexander said on Friday that he had recently received a 
subpoena from a federal grand jury that is seeking information on several broad categories of 
people connected to pro-Trump rallies that took place in Washington after the election. 

In a statement from the lawyer, Mr. Alexander said he was taking “a cooperative posture” with 
the Justice Department’s investigation but did not know what useful information he could give. 
He also disavowed anyone who took part in or planned violence on Jan. 6. 

While it remains unclear what Mr. Alexander might tell the grand jury, he was intimately involved 
in the sprawling effort to mount political protests challenging the results of the election, and had 
contacts with other organizers, extremist groups, members of Congress and, according to the 
House committee investigating Jan. 6, White House officials during the period after Election 
Day. Mr. Alexander has already been deposed by the House Select Committee Investigating the 
Jan. 6 Attack on the Capitol, and will now offer testimony to the DOJ probe. 
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There were over 400 tax paid, employees working for President Donald Trump 

The following is some of the listed President Donald Trump employees and coalitions. 

Campaign Manager  Bill Stepien 

Deputy Campaign Manager for Presidential Operations:  Max Miller 

Deputy Campaign Manager: Justin "JC" Clark 

Chief Operating Officer:  Jeff DeWit 

Chief of Staff:  Stephanie (Milligan) Alexander 

Senior Advisor:  Lara Trump 

Senior Advisor: John Pence 

Senior Advisor and Ohio State Chairman:  Bob Paduchik 

Senior Advisor:  Katrina Pierson 

Senior Advisor:  Bill Shine 

Senior Advisor:  Mercedes Schlapp 

Senior Advisor: Jason Miller 

Senior Advisor (Communications):  Steve Cortes 

 

Political Director:  Chris Carr 

Deputy Political Director:  James (Jim) O'Connell 

Director of Battleground Strategy:  Nick Trainer 

Coalitions Director:  Hannah Castillo  

Deputy Coalitions Director:  Austin Stukins 

 

Coalitions:  Women  |  Latinos  |  Black 

Voices  |  Veterans  |  Evangelicals  |  Cops  |  Democrats  |  Pro-Life Voices  |  Workers  |  Irish-

Americans  Greek Voices  |  Sheriffs  |  Catholics  |  Military Families  |  Asian Pacific 

Americans  |  Lawyers 

 

Executive Director of Women for Trump:  Ashley Hayek 

Deputy Executive Director of Women for Trump:  Julia Nista 

Executive Director of Latinos for Trump:  Sandra Benitez 

Deputy Executive Director of Latinos for Trump  Juan Mejia 

Executive Director of Black Voices for Trump: Harrison Floyd 

Deputy Executive Director of Black Voices for Trump:  Gail Wilson 

Director of Asian Pacific American Engagement:  Esther Lu 

Executive Director of Veteran and Military Family Engagement:  Meaghan Mobbs 

Executive Director of Catholics for Trump:  Catharine P. O'Neill 

Coalitions Coordinator:  Lianna Farnesi 

Deputy Executive Director of Strategic Coalitions:  Kavya Ramagiri 
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